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Kelly Tours:
Providing
Experiences
Passengers

Can’t Wait To Begin
By Harrell Kerkhoff, Busline Magazine Editor

President & Founder, Don Adams

“Many of our customers are
planning events that are making
them happy, such as visiting a place
they have always wanted to see or
attending a concert or sporting
event ... We are providing an
experience many people can’t wait to
begin. Travel is something a lot of
people do with a smile. If you, as a
tour and/or charter operator, can
keep that smile on faces, you will
usually have satisfied customers, and
probably ones who will come back.”
For a quarter of a century,
Kelly Tours has provided package
tours and other transportation
services to a growing list
of clients in the southeastern
United States and beyond.
Headquartered in historic
Savannah, GA, representatives
at Kelly Tours have been active
on two fronts:

n Bringing visitors to the
southeastern United States from
throughout the country and
world, to explore a myriad of
historic sites and other
tourist destinations; and,

n Transporting local passengers
on tours to various places, along
with providing charter work

sporting events, conventions, etc.
involving school field trips,

Shown from left are Kelly Tours’ Jim Jennings, sales; Melissa Lawson, quality control manager;
Mickey Minnick, director of sales; Nancy Anderson, quality control; and Josh Evans, motorcoach/charter sales.
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The company is also a Gray Line licensee,
allowing Kelly Tours to provide sightseeing
services under the familiar Gray Line brand,
involving a variety of destinations in specific
geographical regions.
“Being associated with Gray Line helps us
in a couple of ways. It’s a well known international sightseeing company and we (Kelly
Tours) are its licensee for our region. We have
a familiar blue diamond Gray Line logo on all
of our vehicles — including those that are
used for local tours as well as charters,” Kelly
Tours President & Founder Don Adams
said. “We have built relationships over the
Representatives of Kelly Tours, shown left to right in main photo, are Julie Getty,
years with many online travel agencies, alhotel
reservations; Zanna Rubia, receptionist; Brandy Gunter, reservation speciallowing us to expand our inbound business.”
ist;
David
Chason, vice president of student travel; Joyce Grant, lead tour director;
The Kelly Tours fleet of approximately 125
Ina Thomas, cruise/international/air specialist; and Gina Cress, group tour manvehicles includes motorcoaches, minibuses,
ager. Shown in inset is Alyssamarie Quartararo, social media and web specialist.
trolleys and convertible vans, servicing a vathe East Coast are popular destinations for bus and motorcoach
riety of tour and charter work. In addition to its Savannah headtravel. We have created many inbound packages that tour compaquarters, the company has facilities in Ravenel, SC (near historic
nies and groups can purchase.”
Charleston, SC), Macon, GA (central Georgia), Lula, GA (northAdams and his staff are especially proud to show off the company’s
ern Georgia), and Yulee, FL (near Jacksonville, FL).
hometown of Savannah, a port city next to the Atlantic Ocean. It’s
“Approximately 90 percent of our service region is south of the
one of the oldest cities in the United States, has approximately
Mason-Dixon line and east of the Mississippi River,” Adams ex147,780 residents, and is known for its colonial and civil war history,
plained. “There are a lot of advantages to providing tours and other
cobblestone streets and well preserved buildings and districts.
transportation services in our part of the country, including not hav“When most people hear that a person is from Savannah, they
ing to worry too much about snow.
either respond, ‘Oh, I love Savannah,’ or ‘Oh, I want to visit
“It helps that Savannah, Charleston and many other locations on

With our experience comes understanding of the complexity
in the transportation industry. If you want a partner that works
for you and is responsive to your needs, choose Reyco Granning.

®
Reyco Granning is now combining two product lines, the
TransportMaster®, combines the durable R-Series suspension with
the AirMaster®.
The TransportMaster® will enhance vehicle productivity, driver
comfort, and resale value. The outcome is an astounding 426 pounds
lighter and has an acquisition cost of $2,200 less than the Liquid
Spring CLASS® equivalent. For more information on the
TransportMaster® contact our sales department at 1.800.753.0050

w
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Love the way you roll.
We build more than coaches. We build trust.
Our J-Series and D-Series coaches combine stunning design
and proven reliability with best-in-class service, parts and training.
However you roll, MCI is with you all the way.

mcicoach.com
See us at UMA Expo Booth #703

Savannah.’ It’s very well known, especially in the United States,”
Adams said. “Everybody seems to have either been to Savannah,
wants to visit Savannah or wants to return to Savannah. That is a
plus for our company.”
Another critical aspect to Kelly Tours’ success is the relationships that have been built with customers.

customer service is No. 1. It helps that we have a relaxed working environment at Kelly Tours. Employees know their jobs and don’t have
to worry about a boss constantly looking over their shoulders. We
focus on job evaluations rather than constant monitoring. In the end,
our customers will tell us if we are, or are not, doing a good job.”
Adams added that transportation companies have an advantage
over many other types of businesses in that their customers are
“Employees know their jobs and don’t have
often willing to spend money to
have fun, while visiting popular
to worry about a boss constantly looking
destinations.
over their shoulders. We focus on job
“Many of our customers are
evaluations rather than constant monitoring. planning something that is making them happy, such as visiting
In the end, our customers will tell us if
a place they have always wanted
to see or attending a concert or
we are, or are not, doing a good job.”
sporting event,” Adams said.
“That is very different from sell“I don’t think you can stay in the package tours and charter ing somebody a washing machine because (his/her) old machine
business for 25 years and not have a strong focus on customer broke down. That person may not be very happy about purchasing
service,” Adams said.
the machine, but it’s something that needs to be done. Selling a
Following The Golden Rule premise, Adams reminds his tour or charter is different. We are providing an experience many
staff that if they treat customers the same way they would want people can’t wait to begin.
“Travel is something a lot of people do with a smile. If you, as
to be treated, then 99 percent of the time, those customers will
a
tour
and/or charter operator, can keep that smile on faces, you
remain satisfied.
will
usually
have satisfied customers, and probably ones who will
“If you start treating a customer any other way, you are asking
come
back.”
for a non-satisfied customer,” Adams said. “In this line of business,

RELIABILITY
ITY
EFFICIENCY
Discover electricity

Air Conditioning Electric

NC
PERFORMANCE

hermetic electric scroll compressor/s ʓ a.c. motors ʓ self-contained refrigerant loops ʓgenerator or hybrid bus power
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Pictured, left to right, are David Diekemper, maintenance/mechanics; Sherry Miller, safety ops;
Felicia Beasley, human resources; Beverly Sanders, accounts receivable; and Jenelle Grubbs, accounts payable.

Repeat business has been a key objective for Adams, and his
staff, since the origin of the company.
“There are school customers who have relied on us to provide
trips to Washington, D.C., for 25 years. They do that because they
are satisfied customers. If they are not satisfied, we will fix the
problem,” Adams said. “The other day, a woman walked up and
gave me a hug after putting her child on one of our coaches. She
said, ‘Thank you so much, you took me on my eighth grade trip to
Washington, D.C., and now you are taking my child.’ That made
me feel both old and proud.”
Kelly Tours has started the practice of managers “seeing off”
passengers at the start of trips.

“It’s important to remember the amount of work teachers
and other group leaders do so that a trip, such as to Washington, D.C., can take place. Those people then put into our
hands, as a transportation provider, the care of those passengers,” Adams said. “I feel that responsibility warrants a company manager on site, making sure everything is good and to
then wave goodbye.
“Kelly Tours is well known, in our area, for providing student trips, such as to historic cities and sites, Atlanta Braves
baseball games, Walt Disney World and other popular venues.
Those students will always remember taking such trips with
our company.”

Let Kelderman’s superior
Air Ride Suspension
Systems transform a
rough ride into tranquil
travel. Kelderman offers a
2 stage air ride for shuttle
buses, party buses,
paratransits, church buses,
RV’s and much more.

Check out our videos on YouTube at: keldermantv
Contact: Rich Ludvigsen at 641-660-5432 or rich@kelderman.com
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Safely Push or Pull up to
®
85,000 lbs. with PowerPusher !
PowerPusher® specializes in pedestrian-operated,
battery-powered, motorized tugs.

PowerPusher’s material handling tugs meet the
diverse and challenging needs of customers,
pushing or pulling wheeled or semi-wheeled
loads, mobilizing everything from buses, trailers,
rail cars and roll cages to airplanes and modular
buildings.

Safely and efficiently move from
500 pounds up to 85,00 pounds
with ease.

If It Rolls... We Can Move It.

Choose from a variety of models & attachments!

Heavy-Duty
Trailer Mover

TM

Super
PowerPusher

TM

800-800-9274

Extra-Duty
PowerPusher

TM

©2022 Nu-Star, Inc.

Over the years, Kelly Tours has enjoyed much recognition and
many positive reviews for its various services, Adams added. The
latest accolade came in December when Savannah’s Tourism Leadership Council hosted its annual awards and scholarship dinner.
Among those recognized was Kelly Tours’ Chris Oliver, who received the Best Tour Guide Award.
“It was a great accomplishment for Chris, winning such an
award during a function that included over 800 attendees,”
Adams said. “He said to me after the event, ‘That is a great
award for me, but it’s also great for Kelly Tours, as we all work
as a team.’”

A

FROM MODEST BEGINNINGS,
KELLY TOURS GROWS

lready a veteran of the package tour industry, it was Adams’
decision in 1996 to set out on his own that became the genesis of Kelly Tours. Personally, the timing was a bit risky.
“I was in my ninth year with a similar company (to today’s Kelly
Tours) when a ‘switch’ went off in my head. I said to myself, ‘I
need to try this on my own,’” Adams said. “At the time, my wife
and I were parents of two very young children, we had a house
payment, and my wife was also working at a part-time job. Despite
that, I went home from work one day and decided I was going to start my own business.
“What matters the most is how you treat My wife’s name is Kelly, so I named the new
business after her.”
customers and come to their rescue.
Owning no commercial transportation vehiThat’s what sets companies apart.”
cles, Adams began selling tours using
buses/motorcoaches from other operators.
Adams instructs his sales people to reach out to current and po“We initially focused on school groups, mainly trips to such
places as state capitals, Washington, D.C., and Orlando,” Adams
tential customers beyond customary emails.
“It’s good to pick up the phone and talk to people, or take said. “Our goal was to provide students with out-of-the-classroom
the time and actually visit somebody who has done business experiences that focused on education.”
with us,” he said. “It shows people that we, as a transportation
By 2005, the decision was made to purchase a bus, with another
provider, care about their business and loyalty. We are also vehicle purchase soon following. Kelly Tours also began focusing
on senior citizen group travel at that time, and in 2008, connected
there if they have any needs or issues.
“There are always going to be issues to deal with. What matters with an area college that needed help with its transportation needs.
“That required us to increase our fleet to 10 vehicles. Financial
the most is how you treat customers and come to their rescue.
numbers started showing that we could actually make money by
That’s what sets companies apart.”
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operating our own fleet,” Adams said. “Prior to that, we were simply
using our vehicles as a tool for our tour company. However, once we
reached 10 vehicles, our company’s focus started changing.”
Another big change for Kelly Tours came when Adams fully
realized there was great demand for inbound transportation, not
just taking people to other places outside of Savannah. Soon,
Kelly Tours was busy with area convention work and meeting different needs of the corporate community. The company’s fleet
eventually grew to 16 vehicles.
“We then purchased a small transportation business in
Charleston, SC, which allowed us to expand services in that city,
adding four vehicles to our fleet,” Adams said. “Our next move
was expanding to the Jacksonville, FL, market, where we opened

a small office and soon started shuttle work, while also doing business with a local college.
“We eventually expanded our footprint in an approximate 250-milearea between Charleston and Jacksonville. We also now have offices
in central and northern Georgia.”
A change in transportation preferences led officials at Kelly Tours
to increase its sightseeing capabilities. The company was providing
shuttle work between Savannah/Hilton Head International Airport,
Hilton Head Island and downton Savannah. The influx of rideshare
drivers, however, made that piece of business less profitable. A new
business direction was necessary.
“Resources that were being used for the airport shuttle were transferred into our downtown Savannah tour business,” Adams said. “We
purchased some trolley buses and convertible
vans for sightseeing in Savannah. That led to
our involvement with Gray Line.”
The fleet at Kelly Tours currently includes
54 motorcoaches, including several Van Hools,
as Adams and his staff work with ABC Companies, the exclusive U.S. and Canadian distributor for Van Hool.
“We operate both the Van Hool CX and TX
45 (footers) as well as the CX 35 (footers).
They are used for a variety of services. We recently added three 35 footers to our fleet,”
Adams said. “The Van Hools are great, reliable
vehicles, and we can count on (ABC Companies’) service and sales departments to help us
with a variety of needs. ABC Companies’ traveling technicians come to our office quite often
to perform routine updates.
“We try to refresh our motorcoach fleet
as often as possible. The goal is to have at
least 50 percent of our coaches at five years
of age or newer. Colleges and tour groups, in
particular, love newer vehicles. They are
equipped with charging ports at every seat, unlimited Wi-Fi throughout the cabin and satellite television. We have removed a row of seats
from some of our coaches for longer trips,
making them 52-passenger vehicles. People
always enjoy added legroom.”
Adams reflected on the many changes he
has seen in bus/coach amenities.
“I can remember when the only amenity
was a cooler on the back seat of the bus,”
Adams said, with a laugh. “It really became
interesting when we started installing VCRs.
Now, we are streaming videos and offering
power point capabilities on moving vehicles.
Those are the type of things we, as an industry, need to continue to move forward, in
order to attract more customer groups.”
Technology that improves safety is also
paramount, Adams said. That includes 360degree camera systems, automatic braking
and 3-point seat belts.
“Many features that have been, and
continue to be, introduced are not only

ProViu – A registered trademark of Continental AG

ProViu® 360 2nd Generation
Surround View System
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ProViu® Surround View
megapixel cameras provide
Hi-Def 3D views around
the entire vehicle. CANbusintegrated cameras and
monitor give the driver
real-time, 360-degree
views for safer operation.

800-564-5066
salessupport-us@continental.com
www.continentalaftermarket.com
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See us at UMA Expo Booth #608

adding safety for our customers, but also are great selling
tools,” he said. “It’s also good that our drivers can create work orders with their phones. We strive to modernize. Some of our employees didn’t grow up with technology, but they are willing to
learn. That is a great feat.”

and take away 99 percent of our business — and do so almost
overnight,” Adams said. “That is what happened with COVID. We
were ready for a great spring season in 2020, involving 350 different prepaid groups. We had to give all that money back, without
penalty. The only thing we could do was battle on.
“At first, we felt business could return to near normal by May
KEEPING POSITIVE
2020, so we worked hard to rearrange a lot of our trips. UnfortuDURING A GLOBAL PANDEMIC
nately, the pandemic just kept going. Kelly Tours had to cancel
everything again and provide more refunds.”
s the company headed into 2020, the diversity of Kelly Tours
A major objective for company officials was to keep the workgave reassurance to Adams that his company could withstand force engaged during the height of the pandemic.
most “bumps” in the road — then COVID-19 struck.
“Everybody worked together during the entire ordeal. We kept
“Nobody could have predicted that something would come along employees paid from what little business was left and through government subsidies,” Adams said. “We all
battled through it and never quit. It was fortunate that Kelly Tours had developed good
relationships with colleges/universities. That
was one of the first markets to restart, helping us to become more active.”
Communication was critical as the pandemic unfolded. Officials at Kelly Tours
provided weekly videos for employees that
provided important information on what
was taking place at the company, including
future business possibilities.
“Our bookkeeping department also
worked endless hours, making sure those
employees who were on unemployment
were taken care of, with no lapses in funding,” Adams said. “It was all a challenge,
but our team stayed together. By the fall of
TM
ClearContact Commercial Duty Wiper Blades
2020, more colleges and universities needed
Engineered for buses, motor
or coaches, HD trucks,
trucks, and RV
R
RVs
Vs
transportation. A faithful local golf tournament also took place, and the Super Bowl
was close. Those were all things that required transportation, which really helped.
Also, there are several military bases in our
area, and we went after that business.”
During the spring of 2021, Kelly Tours
started to provide school trips again, including those headed to Washington, D.C.
“On several of those trips, we often heard,
› Available in lengths from 10” to 40”
‘You
are the first group we have seen since
› Choice of four blade designs for best application fit
everything was shut down,’” Adams said. “We
› Metal construction and precision cut rubber
were very fortunate to be in that situation.”
for durability and performance
A consultant was also hired to look for
different transportation opportunities in› Designed for fast and easy installation
volving golf. Kelly Tours provided such
services during the 2021 PGA Championship, held in May at Kiawah Island, SC.
Due to its relationship with The PGA Tour,
Kelly Tours also provided transportation at
the 2021 Ryder Cup, in September.
“By the time fall of 2021 arrived, most of
the area colleges/universities were back in
session. Of course, that included the need
Continental
for football-related transportation. There
www.clearcontact.com
were also more school trips taking place,”
salessupport-us@continental.com
Adams said.
ClearContact – A Trademark of the Continental

A
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There are still some transportation segments that are not at full
Paudyal, in turn, spoke highly of his experiences at Kelly Tours.
capacity, but Adams is hopeful those will come back by late winter
“I feel our company’s growth is due to teamwork and Don’s
or spring.
(Adams) vision. That has brought Kelly Tours far, and we are all
As seen throughout the bus/motorcoach industry, Kelly Tours excited to see what the future brings,” Paudyal said.
has also taken measures to protect passengers and employees from COVID. That in“In the early years of our company, I
volves installing shields between drivers
felt it was important for me to work
and passengers and implementing new
cleaning protocols, including the use of fogharder than anybody else, with the hope
ging machines. Hand sanitizer stations in
that people would follow my lead and
the front and back of vehicles have also
been installed.
work just as hard. However, that didn’t
“We have followed the measures highalways happen. I eventually realized the
lighted by our industry and the CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention),”
importance of providing employees with
Adams said. “We also have signs posted in
our vehicles requesting that passengers
specific job descriptions, delegating more
wear masks.”
responsibility and turning them loose.”
Constantly keeping vehicles clean—inside
and out—is an important factor when it
Another department of Kelly Tours that Adams has high praise
comes to the health of passengers and drivers. According to
Adams, a vehicle is thoroughly cleaned and disinfected every time involves marketing.
“We have three people who spend their time updating our comit arrives from a trip. That process takes place at each of the company’s website, creating other websites and looking for social
pany’s locations.
media opportunities. They are also involved in designing flyers,
both online and printed, that are produced in-house and focus on
EMPLOYEES PROVIDE
different trips,” he said. “The marketing department produces, as
THE POWER TO EXCEL
well, a large group travel catalogue that is sent to over 25,000 peot’s long been understood, by most people involved with pas- ple. It highlights our different tours — from those that are local to
senger transportation, that a company is only as good as its long-distance trips, involving such faraway places as Alaska and
employees. Adams would agree, and shared lessons he learned Nova Scotia.”
over the years on how to get his staff more involved in various
Kelly Tours currently has a workforce of approximately 225 embusiness activities.
ployees, involving a variety of positions. One of the serious chal“In the early years of our company, I felt it was important for lenges facing the transportation marketplace today is the lack of
me to work harder than anybody else, with the hope that people qualified drivers — a subject attracting national attention and imwould follow my lead and work just as hard. However, that didn’t pacting various school, public and private bus/coach carriers. That
always happen,” Adam said. “I eventually realized the importance challenge, however, is not to be used as an excuse at Kelly Tours,
of providing employees with specific job descriptions, delegating according to Adams.
more responsibility and then turning them loose. Once I relin“There is no way we can use that (lack of drivers) excuse for
quished some of that control, and put more responsibility on other not properly servicing our customers,” Adams said. “It may
people, our company really took off.”
be difficult at times, but we work hard to find good drivers.
Adams is particularly proud of the growth he has seen involving When an applicant comes in, we treat that person like a cusmany of his company’s departments.
tomer. It’s important that they feel wanted.
“One of our largest growth areas is IT (Information Technol“The first thing I want an applicant to do is tell me (he/she) really
ogy),” Adams said. “That department developed our own reserva- wants to be a driver. Experience, of course, is a huge benefit. We
tion software. Our IT people also make sure satellite and router look for candidates who have five years of experience and a CDL
equipment, for each vehicle, are functioning and up-to-date, and passenger endorsement. For those candidates who do not have that
they help connect our various offices so proper communication can experience, we can train them to drive trolleys and minibuses, with
take place — no matter where our office personnel is located.”
the opportunity to move up to larger vehicles over time.
One past member of the company’s IT department, Manish
“It’s very important to look after, and nurture, drivers, developPaudyal, is now the CEO at Kelly Tours.
ing them to safely guide a group of people down the road, while
“We began working with Manish when he was at AT&T, helping operating an expensive piece of equipment.”
our company improve cell phone service. We eventually hired him
Of course, driving a large vehicle full of passengers on a
to be our IT person,” Adams said. “After developing our IT de- busy road is not a job for everybody. Adams shared some necpartment, we offered him the position of CEO.
essary characteristics of people who are often successful in that
“Manish is a great success story. He came from Nepal, brought line of work.
his family, received a college education and worked his way
“It takes somebody who wants to show up on time, cares about
through different positions as AT&T. He is now performing duties customers and safety, and can drive a vehicle 500 miles in a day,
at a high level for our company.”
go to sleep, and then drive that vehicle 500 more miles the next

I
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day — and to do that over and over again,” Adams said. “Having a
driver who can operate a motorcoach in places like New York City
and Washington, D.C., is also something special. Driving (a bus/motorcoach) in highly congested areas can be rough. We look for people
who have the experience, and courage, to handle such situations.
“We ask our drivers to look tidy and help passengers board and
exit. They are also responsible for putting customers’ luggage into
the bay, and to keep vehicles clean while on trips.”
Adams said he looks at all evaluations that are returned by customers after a tour or charter.
“If we detect unfavorable patterns through those evaluations, we
will work to rectify the situation. That can involve employee retraining,” he explained. “It’s important, as a company, not to become complacent. Complacency is the enemy. That is our war
cry. Just because we did something one way yesterday, doesn’t
mean it’s the best way today or tomorrow.
“It’s important to always ask, ‘How can we make it better?’”

D

LOOKING AHEAD WITH ANTICIPATION

espite all of the obstacles that COVID has brought to local,
national and international transportation segments, Adams
and his team remain optimistic that better days are ahead.
“It’s important to always develop new ideas that involve different
events and groups,” he said. “For example, there are plans at Kelly
Tours to expand our group travel services involving senior adults.”
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Adams added there are early indications that more groups are
planning to visit Savannah in 2022.
“We saw a greater number of tour companies coming to town in
the fall (of 2021), compared to the past year and a half. That was
due, in part, to the cruise ship business starting back up,” Adams
said. “We service several cruise ships in Savannah and Charleston,
which has been a blessing.”
Although the past two years have been challenging as the global
pandemic continues, Adams said he remains happy with his career
choice, and considers himself first and foremost a tour provider.
“I have never understood how you can run a bus company
without also having a tour company. The tour business is vital
to keeping our vehicles busy, all year long. Sometimes you (as a
bus/coach provider) are your own best customer when you also
operate a tour business,” Adams said. “One of the great things
about being in the tour business is the travel aspect. All three of my
daughters are very well traveled because of this company and our
industry. It’s also a joy meeting new people while traveling, and
being able to take passengers to places they have always wanted to
visit. That, in itself, is a good reason to be in this industry.
“It’s not always easy, but it’s fulfilling.”
Contact: Kelly Tours, 2788 US HWY 80,
Savannah, GA 31408. Phone: 912-964-2010.
Email: kellytours@kellytours.com.
Website: www.kellytours.com.

See us at UMA Expo Booth #321
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Amaya-Astron Seating Celebrates 70th Anniversary

Amaya-Astron Seating (based in Mexico City) is celebrating the
company’s 70th Anniversary this year. Amaya’s focus has been, and
will continue to be, providing the North American motorcoach industry
with the highest quality seating options for both new and preowned passenger coaches.
Amaya-Astron Seating follows the strictest standards for producing the
safest, and yet most comfortable, seats for passengers. With the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, Amaya has remained positive
that things will continue to get better for all of us. Supporting the industry
through participation in industry trade shows, regional meetings, and attending conferences through Zoom or Skype calls, has kept us connected
to the industry and its many associations.
Amaya-Astron Seating recognizes the value of its employees, the motorcoach operators and the manufacturers who build the coaches, along
with all the staff members who work hard to keep the coaches rolling.
Some of the things Amaya is doing to keep everyone safe and comfortable
is to design seats which meet customer needs and demands. With the outlook on safety, Amaya-Astron offers fabrics treated with anti-microbial as
an option, while also being easily maintained and cleaned. Listening to our
customers and manufacturers is the most important thing we do in order
to move forward with all our seat models.
Amaya-Astron seats focus on ergonomic design in order to add to overall seat comfortability. All seat models now feature a thinner seat back design in order to increase passenger legroom. Amaya supports motorcoach
manufacturers by offering several different seat models including: the stylish ALPHA and SIGMA seat models, and the newest offering, the Premium
2+1 seat model. Another exciting seat model is the GT Luxury One-Piece
option, in both a 2+2 and 2+1 configuration.
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Focusing on the overall comfort and safety of passengers, Amaya
anticipates that seating configurations will change and believes that
includes downsizing the number of seats on coaches. Developing and
building options and accessories, which enhance the customer experience, has been a primary consideration at Amaya-Astron. That includes many available fabric and upholstery options and choice of
accessories/options. The most common of those are: grab handles, airline style and flip-up tray tables, cup holders, mesh magazine pockets,
and 110V outlets. Offering a variety of different seat models and types
is just one of the many ways Amaya-Astron works to keep ahead of
the market.
Amaya-Astron Seating Company continues its long-standing position as the “premier” seat manufacturer for the North American motorcoach industry. That includes over 13-plus years producing 3 Point
Seat Belts to meet FMVSS, NHTSA and DOT regulations and requirements on all models of seats available to North American coach manufacturers. Amaya’s engineering and production departments focus
not only on meeting, but exceeding, these safety standards/requirements as well as designing and building the most comfortable seats
available to the market today.
Amaya’s goal is 100 percent customer satisfaction. Amaya-Astron seats
come with a 3-Year Warranty from the factory and the best aftermarket
sales and service support in the industry.
*See Amaya-Astron’s ad below for more details and pictures
of the newest and most popular seat models available.
To learn more, please contact North American Sales Representative
Bob Greene at bgreene45@cox.net. You can also scan the
QR Codes on the ad below for more information.

See us at UMA Expo Booth #719
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A Busline Exclusive:

H ighlighting A Pa ne l Of Tr a ns it A ge nc y C EOs

aPTa announces Study

D

Planning For
Post-Pandemic Travel

By Rick Mullen, Busline Magazine Associate Editor

uring the American Public Transportation
Association’s (APTA) TRANSform Conference
& EXPO in November 2021 in Orlando, FL,
a news conference was conducted announcing an
in-depth study called “On the Horizon: Planning for
Post-Pandemic Travel.”

The report, funded by APTA and written by researchers from the
Urban Institute and the Center for Neighborhood Technology, included case studies of five public transportation agencies located in
Denver, CO, Los Angeles, CA, Pittsburgh, PA, Richmond, VA, and
Spokane, WA.
The CEOs of the agencies took
part in the news conference “to
share personal stories of the status
of their systems and their cities,
how they are coping with (the pandemic), and what they are doing to
adapt,” said Paul P. Skoutelas,
president and CEO of APTA.
“The report focuses on and recommends a number of key areas
as takeaways for us as an industry
— institutionalize best practices
APTA President/CEO
from the COVID-19 period;
Paul P. Skoutelas
plan and operate more effectively in prioritizing social equity; leverage opportunities to expand ridership; and keep
abreast of changing trends.”
The CEOs who participated in the news conference were:
n Debra Johnson (participated by phone), CEO and general manager, Regional Transportation District (RTD), Denver, CO;
n Stephanie Wiggins, CEO, Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority (MTA), Los Angeles, CA;
n Katharine Kelleman, CEO, Port Authority of Allegheny
County, Pittsburgh, PA;

n Julie Timm, CEO, Greater Richmond Transit Company
(GRTC), Richmond, VA; and,
n Susan Meyer, CEO, Spokane Transit Authority (STA),
Spokane, WA.
The report, which can be read in full
at www.apta.com/Horizon/, states:
“During the COVID-19 pandemic, public transportation agencies
across North America have been on the front line. Drivers, mechanics, cleaners, ticket agents, and others played an important role in
keeping the economy rolling by helping essential workers get to
work. Even in the darkest days of the crisis, hundreds of thousands
of Americans stepped through the doors of buses and trains.”
Members of the news conference panel spoke in length about how
the pandemic brought into focus the importance of “essential” workers who helped keep towns and cities running, as much of the country shut down in the early days of
the crisis.
Jeff Nelson, APTA Chair, and
CEO/managing director, Rock Island County Metropolitan Mass
Transit District (MetroLink),
Moline, IL, said, “The report
(On the Horizon: Planning for
Post-Pandemic Travel) shows
how demographics, employment
and travel trends are likely to
change in the coming decades. It
also includes recommendations
APTA Chair
to ensure equitable access to
Jeff Nelson
mobility. It is another example
of how the pandemic has changed us.
“As terrible as the virus has been, and the toll it has taken on our
nation and our world, I would like to think it has brought out the
best in our industry and our association.
“It gave us a real appreciation for the communities we serve and
the essential role we play.”
Indeed, the pandemic, as Wiggins (MTA), said, “Made the invisible visible.
“It really heightened the importance of our essential riders and
workforce that we all rely on, and the service we are providing.
January/February 2022
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“I think it is fortuitous that we are having this press conference
today, just four days after the momentous action taken by Congress
(Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, commonly referred to as
the Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill).
“While our study talks about how we are preparing for post-pandemic success, there is no further indication of support in the success
of public transit than the federal
government making the largest investment ever in public transit.”

K

THE ‘INVISIBLE’ PEOPLE
SHOWED UP

elleman (Port Authority
Pittsburgh) spoke of the
“invisible” people who
showed up for work, on a bus, to
keep the nation’s essential services
up and running.
Katharine Kelleman, CEO, Port
“We found, during the panAuthority of Allegheny County
demic, transit kept our cities
going,” Kelleman said. “In Pittsburgh, we ran 98 routes, and all but one served a medical facility
or grocery store. Even if you didn’t leave your house, you might
have had your groceries delivered. The person who brought
your groceries, came (to work) on transit.
“The people who swept your streets, came in on transit. At the
drive-through you went to, the people making your food came in on
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transit. If you went to get a COVID test, maybe the lab staff didn’t
come to work on a bus, but somebody who stocked that equipment
did. Without public transportation, the country could not have made
it through COVID.”
Equity in serving all ridership demographics was one of the subjects discussed. While the pandemic spotlighted the workers who
manned essential jobs, it also brought into focus the areas where
those workers reside, which are often underserved by transit.
“The (Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act) is an unprecedented
opportunity to reclaim our dollars coming back from Washington,
D.C., into our communities. I’d like to individually thank Representative Mike Doyle, D-PA, and Representative Conor Lamb, DPA, in Washington, D.C., for all the work they did in bringing this
money back home,” Kelleman said. “This is a once-in-a-lifetime
bill, and we have an opportunity
to build a network we deserve.”
As ridership began to increase
as the pandemic continued, some
services bounced back more
quickly than others, especially routes that carried those who depended on public transit to get to and from work.
Timm (GRTC) said, “In 2018, before I arrived, the city of Richmond and GRTC underwent a whole system redesign, and launched
the BRT (bus rapid transit) in the downtown corridor.
“At that time, the redesign resulted in double-digit growth of ridership, while a lot of ridership numbers were actually shrinking
across the country.
“When COVID hit, we started to see the same ridership drop that

everyone else was experiencing. However, when we looked at our
ridership, it actually only dropped maybe 30 percent, while across
the country the drop was 60 to 90 percent.
“Why were we different? We redesigned our system to connect
affordable housing to quality jobs downtown. We saw a 90-percent
drop in transit on our express routes, but that was a minor part of
our overall system. The majority of
our riders came from the local
workforce.”
Despite the early
drastic fall-off of ridership during the
first part of the pandemic, other agencies also realized the
majority of riders
who remained were, indeed, workers who depended on public transportation services to get to their jobs
Debra Johnson, CEO and
and
back home.
general manager, Regional
“Our
reimagined effort to develop
Transportation District (RTD)
a near-term system optimization
plan, and a long-term mobility plan for the future, were underway
when COVID-19 reduced our ridership and changed travel behavior,” Johnson (RTD) said. “In the immediate term, we recognized
that ridership on some routes serving equity populations — those
protected by (Title VI of the Civil Rights Act) — were not as significantly impacted as commuter routes traveling to business centers.

“The new reality of essential travel and flexible work rotation
is the focus of our build-back. With constrained workforce resources, our challenge is to equitably bring back customers.”
Wiggins spoke further on how the pandemic brought into focus
the importance of “invisible” workers, in helping the nation stay up
and running
“Pre-pandemic, LA Metro was averaging 1.2 million weekday
riders. At the height of the shutdowns (in 2020), that would be April
for us, we were down to an average of 363,000 weekday riders,
360,000 of whom were low-income essential workers who needed
our service.
“We are at more than 800,000 average weekday riders, of whom
more than 70 percent are riding the bus. The bus is coming back
much faster than our rail ridership.
“We leaned in and worked with our city partners to add 29
miles of bus-only, peak-hour lanes to speed up reliability, and
do it in a equitable way, because the majority of our riders don’t
have access to a car.”

A

KEEPING EMPLOYEES AND RIDERS SAFE

s was the case across the country, the five agencies represented on the news conference panel put in place protocols
to help keep passengers and transit employees safe and

healthy.
The efforts included, wearing masks, constructing barriers to
keep operators safe, back-door boarding, and no-fare policies,
among others.
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In addition, Johnson reported RTD implemented capacity limits
on its buses and trains.
“The agency limited buses to 15 customers, a significant drop
from the 45 or more who were allowed to board prior to the pandemic,” Johnson said. “That required the agency operate more
buses to serve customers on certain
routes.”

Shortly after undergoing a reduction in its workforce in early
January 2020, RTD recalled
Stephanie Wiggins, CEO, Los
frontline workers upon receiving
Angeles County Metropolitan
word the agency was going to reTransportation Authority (MTA)
ceive much-needed COVID relief
funds.
“COVID brought out the best in leveraging internal resources,
such has the production and installation of more than 1,100 polycarbonate barriers by our maintenance group to protect operators and customers,” Johnson said. “Remaining agile and
flexible while facing uncertainties allowed RTD to be responsive in its service delivery. For example, we leveraged paratransit service to deliver meals to one of our most vulnerable

customer bases. Such initiatives can help pave a new road as
we rewrite our story.
“In addition, RTD participated
weekly in APTA calls and meetings, which were leveraged in gaining insights
on how to secure supplies
such as disinfectants and
PPE. One of
the best opportunities moving forward in rewriting our story is that
we developed a five-year strategic plan, during the coarse of the
Julie Timm, CEO,
pandemic, that clearly defined
Greater
Richmond
the agency’s priorities, commuTransit
Company
(GRTC)
nity values, customer excellence,
employee ownership and financial success.
“RTD is a significant component in the economic vitality of the
Denver Metro Region. Many individuals have relied on us during
the pandemic, and we know others are relying on us to get the region moving again.
“Recognizing what we have garnered, we intend to keep that
momentum going. We are going to remain flexible and agile as we
become more responsive to the growing needs of those who need
to travel.”

electrifying
THE WAY BUS AND COACH ACCESSORIES ARE POWERED

INDEPENDENCE is a compact system that provides the majority of the benefits of hybrid and battery-powered buses without
the upfront costs and expensive hybrid battery replacement – all the while reducing operational and maintenance costs. If you’re
ready to declare independence from conventionally driven accessories and transform your bottom line, call us at 1.800.227.6937.

4282 Reynolds Dr, Hilliard, OH 43026 • 800-AC POWER

For more information, visit vanner.com •
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FARE OR NO FARE

he implementation of no fare programs during the pandemic
has helped to move along the discussion of making fareless
travel a permanent feature of public transit moving forward,
or perhaps not.
“In leveraging the nimbleness of responding to the health impact
of the pandemic, we are looking at fareless transit,” Wiggins said.
LA Metro recently launched a K through 14 no-fare initiative as
a two-year pilot.
“There is no doubt the disruptive element of the pandemic has told
us, in light of the significant federal investment we all received, the
need to rethink the way we fund transit operations in this country.
Particularly, when those who need our lifeline service the most have
difficulties coming up with
the fare,” Wiggins said.
When the COVID-19
pandemic first hit in March
2020, GRTC immediately
went zero fare.
“We did it for the health
and safety of our operators
and riders to keep them
separated,” Timm said.
“We quickly learned it
was the economic health
of our community that
was also being supported
through zero fares.
“When we looked at the
majority of our net revenue,
specifically coming from
the local workforce, it became clear to me the fares
were regressive on our lowincome communities and
our disenfranchised areas.”
In addition to working
with federal, state and local
governments to fill the financial gap caused by not
collecting fares, GRTC has
also reached out to the
business community and
philanthropic organizations.
“I don’t know if we will
be successful long-term. I
know that we are successful now,” Timm said. “Ridership on our local buses
has returned to pre-pandemic levels.”
While the agency’s express bus ridership is still
down, people who eschew
that service for safety and
other reasons can afford to
drive or take other means
to get to work.

“Our low-income riders are able to recover more quickly economically (without fares), because they can keep that fare in their pocketbook, and not have to make the decision between work, housing, or
health care,’ Timm said. “Whenever we say we are going to zero
fare so people can vote, get their vaccine or get COVID tested,
what we are basically saying is fares are a barrier to access.
Going zero fare eliminates that barrier. It starts to make our
public transportation system more equitable for everyone.”
Susan Meyer (STA) said going fare-free for her system is not sustainable over the long haul.
“Our organization is supported by a locally approved sales tax.
Sales tax was down for the first two months of the pandemic and
has been ‘out of the ball park’ since then,” Meyer said. “We are in
a wonderful position. The recent federal funding is one-time funding
Continued On Page 50
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ABC Companies Parts Source
See Ad On Page 13
17469 W. Colonial Dr.
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA
800-428-8610
Email: lthompson@abc-companies.com
Website:
www.abc-companies.com/abc-parts-source
Products: ABC Companies Parts Source is
an all-makes and models, parts distribution
company that gives users access to the
largest independent supply of motorcoach
and transit bus replacement parts in North
America. During the hardships of SARSCoV-2 and the COVID-19 disease, ABC has
worked to provide solutions to customers.
ABC has helped customers with supplying
UV-C Purifiers, UV lights, MERV filters for
select coaches, and most recently, Bipolar
Ionization Technology kits. BPI kits are
ready-to-install kits that are cost effective,
simple to install, low maintenance and
proven to be effective against bacteria, virions, odors and aerosols. This technology has
been used in airports, restaurants and
schools nationwide and even venues like
sports areas and stadiums. 22
Anderson Coach & Travel/
ActivePure Clean Air Technology
See Ad On Page 31
One Anderson Plaza
Greenville, PA 16125 USA
Phone: 800-345-3435, Ext. 503
Email: cleancare@goanderson.com
Website: www.goanderson.com/cleancare
Products: ActivePure Clean Air TechnolPage 30
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ogy is designed for multiple uses, including
bus/motorcoach transportation. Eliminates
99.96 percent of COVID-19 virus within the
first three minutes of device operation.
Proven to reduce and eliminate viruses, bacteria and allergens in the air and on every
surface. Easy to install, only requires a 110
VAC outlet. 21
Chempace Corporation
339 Arco Dr.
Toledo, OH 43607 USA
800-423-5350
Email: chempace@chempace.com
Website: www.chempace.com
Products: A specialty chemical manufacturer that includes deodorants, cleaners, degreasers and specialized items. 21

Fleet and Facility Solutions
3294 Alcove Ct.
Millstadt, IL 62260 USA
618-980-8778
Email: info@fleetandfacilitysolutions.com
Website: www.fleetandfacilitysolutions.com
Products: BioProtect 500 Antimicrobial (90
day surface protectant); BioProtect RTU; BioProtect DP; X-Stink Odor Eliminator; Smart
Touch Disinfectant; and BioProtect Hand
Sanitizer (6 hours of skin protection). 21
Freedman Seating Company
See Ad On Page 9
4545 W. Augusta Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60651 USA
773-524-2440
Email: info@freedmanseating.com
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Website: www.freedmanseating.com,
www.freedmanppe.com
Company Officers: Dan Cohen, President;
Craig Freedman, CEO; John-Paul Paonessa,
Marketing Director; John Mienik, National
Sales Manager; Sam Cardone, COO; Christy
Nunes, COO
Products: For over 125 years, Freedman Seating has been engineering and manufacturing
seats and seating-related products for many different applications. Its product lines include bus,
rail, marine, delivery truck, specialty and commercial vehicle seating. Consistent growth and
expansion has earned Freedman Seating recognition as a leading manufacturer of transportation
seating solutions. Manufacturing seats for buses,
Freedman Seating supplies the major OEMs,
over 250 bus distributors, the federal government, and many states and municipalities. The
family of Freedman Seating bus seats includes
products for small and mid-sized coaches, paratransit vans and buses, public transit buses, and
private bus operators. A new line of Passenger
Protective Equipment (Freedman PPE) helps
protect passengers against the spread of germs
and airborne viruses. Freedman PPE includes
anti-microbial/anti-bacterial grab rails, passenger
and driver sneeze guards, social distance seat
bands, and a variety of performance upholstery.
Learn more at www.freedmanppe.com. 22

Intercon Chemical Company
1100 Central Industrial Drive
St. Louis, MO 63110 USA
314-771-6600
Email:
customerservice@interconchemical.com

Website: www.interconchemical.com
Company Officers: Jim Epstein, CEO &
President; Rich Schroeder, Executive Vice
President
Products: Intercon offers a full line of cleaning, disinfecting and maintenance chemicals
for the industrial, institutional, transportation,
food service, healthcare and laundry markets.
Featured products include: Blue Planet™
Hospital Grade Disinfectant, made with Stabilized Hypochlorous Acid, leaves no chemical residue and contains no harmful chemicals;
GermSafe24 Electrostatic Sprayer—a battery
powered, 2.5 gallon backpack sprayer designed for any size disinfection and sanitization
job; RTG (Ready To Go) Cleaners—a complete line of ready-to-use cleaning products designed for everyday use; and Clearly Better
Hand Care—premium foaming hand care formulas designed in a unique package. Intercon
also produces the highest quality formulations
for warewash, laundry, housekeeping, foodservice, janitorial, floorcare, restroom care, disinfection, sanitization, hand care and general
cleaning products. 22
J&J Portable Sanitation Products
P.O. Box 614
Crawford, GA 30630 USA
706-743-1900
Email: brooks@jjchem.com
Website: www.jjchem.com
Products: For over 50 years, J&J has provided products for the portable sanitation industry. Products include hand sanitizers, soaps,
deodorizers, cleaners and degreasers. 21

Motor Coach Industries
See Ad On Page 11
200 E Oakton St.
Des Plaines, IL 60018
847-764-9145
Email: lynn.marzullo@mcicoach.com
Website: www.mcicoach.com
Company Officers: Brent Maitland, Vice
President, Private Sector Sales and Marketing; Patricia Ziska, Vice President, Private
Sector Coach Sales
Products: Visit www.nfi.parts/cleanandprotect for information on the MCI clean and
protect product line, including the proven
Proactive Air and Surface Purification system. 22
Prevost
See Ad On Page 51
7900 National Service Rd.
Greensboro, NC 27409 USA
418-883-3391
Email: deborah.piner@volvo.com
Website: www.prevostcar.com
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Products: Prevost Clean + Care is an all
encompassing program for business today.
It includes many aspects of Prevost’s service and programs for operators and it also
includes many products that can help in a
world where social distancing and cleaning have become expected. Products include: EnviroCare—a system for cleaning
air and surfaces; driver barriers; passenger
information decals for coach exterior; passenger warning and information decals for
coach interior; floor decals for social distancing spacing; improved ventilation with
fans in roof hatch options; hand sanitizer
dispensers; alcohol-based hand sanitizer;
electrostatic spraying treatments; filtration
systems; masks, face shields, gloves,
safety glasses and other PPE; seat distancing decals, headrest covers and seat banners; and passenger partitions. Programs
include: Warranty extentions; free online
training; storage and exercising of vehicles; cleaning processes and documentation; and contact-free parts pickup and
service dropoff/ pickup. 22

SanUVAire, LLC
See Ad On Page 33
6435 W. Quaker St.
Orchard Park, NY 14127 USA
888-611-6660
Email: sales@sanuvaire.com
Website: www.sanuvaire.com
Company Officers: Chad Sleiman
Products: Breathe-Safe UVGI systems for
in-HVAC & in-duct air purification, coil disinfection, air filtration and surface sanitation
for transit buses, rail cars and facilities; Surface-Safe UVGI systems fixed and portable
options for surface sterilization: S-MT Mobile Sterilization Tower, S-WAND portable
sterilization wand and EDS–Environment
Disinfection System–fixed ceiling wall
mount UVGI fixture for transit vehicles and
facilities. Also offered are S-Purifyer 1.0 Allin-One Stand Alone UVGI air purification
systems for ambulances, minivan fleets,
school buses, paratransit buses and other transit vehicles. 22

Unit Chemical Corporation
7360 Commercial Way
Henderson, NV 89014 USA
800-879-8648/702-564-6454
Website: www.unitchemical.com
Products: Disinfectants–Timsen Corona
Quat, MEDI-ZAP and ZAP-256 (all on EPA
N-List–effective against COVID-19); Pot
Shot toilet deodorants; ODOR-X deodorant;
SPIFFY vehicle wash; UNI-KLEEN floor
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and wall cleaner; and Timsen-Air/Odor
Blocks tablets. 21

Vapor Bus International
– A Wabtec Company
1010 Johnson Dr.
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 USA
847-777-6400
Email: vaporbusinfo@wabtec.com
Website: www.vapordoors.com
Products: Vapor’s vShield® Door protects bus operators and improves air circulation in cockpit area. The vShield
Protection Door provides a critical defensive barrier and protects bus operators
from physical assaults and unwanted passenger interactions. A large, laminated
safety glass functions as a sneeze guard,
and an electric window allows operator/
passenger interaction and can be closed
quickly and easily. Two high-velocity, selectable-speed fans provide optimal air
circulation in the cockpit area. An optional MERV 15-rated filter removes airborne bacteria, attached viruses and
irritants including dust, mold and pollen.
A heavy-duty door lock mechanism
maintains secured, positive contact and
eliminates rattle. The door is manufactured by Vapor Bus International–A
Wabtec Company, and is custom designed for each vehicle for exact fit. For
new bus and retrofit applications. 21

WorldWide Monochem,
a division of Valterra Products
15230 San Fernando Mission Blvd B107
Mission Hills, CA 91345 USA
512-267-5190
Email: monochem@valterra.com
Website: www.monochem.net
Products: Monochem is a global manufacturer of industrial-strength chemicals
and products that serve many industries.
Its dedicated team produces several quality toilet chemicals and bio-green toilet
tank treatments in many forms to meet
different needs. The company guarantees
odor control for up to seven days with its
toilet products.
In addition, it provides disinfectants,
exterior and interior cleaners in sizes up
to 275-gallons. Monochem also provides
hand sanitizers, toilet tissues, and cleaning accessories, as well as odor control
products with a large selection of longlasting fragrances. Other divisions in the
Valterra family can provide solar batteries, LED lighting, and replacement
valves. 22

Amaya-Astron Seating
See Ad On Page 24
Pirules 16E, Complejo Industrial Cuamatla,
Cuautitlán Izcalli, 54730 MEXICO
+52(55)5881-2007
Website: www.amaya-astronseating.com
Products: The Amaya-Astron Seating models: Alpha, Sigma, A-220 & GT provide the
latest in ergonomic technology and passenger
safety, fulfilling the FMVSS and CMVSS standards for 3-point seat belt seats and provide
more legroom because of their thinner seat
back design, while maintaining comfort in the
seat. Amaya-Astron Seating continues developing seats which use the highest quality materials and technological advances. The seats
also have a large list of options to meet and exceed customers’ expectations and requirements. The most common of these are the
automatic footrests, grab handles, airline style
and flip-up tray tables, cup holders, mesh magazine pockets and USB/110V outlets. AmayaAstron also offers luxury-seating options as the
2+1 seats. For sales and service inquiries in the
United States and Canada, contact: Bob
Greene bgreene45@cox.net or Jeff Goldwasser interiors@jeffgoldwasser.com. 21
Camira
2476 Waldorf Court, NW
Grand Rapids, MI 49544 USA
616-288-0655
Email: camira-usa@camirafabrics.com
Website: www.camirafabrics.com
Products: As a global textile manufacturer,
Camira offers total fabric solutions for passenger transport interiors. Known for its traPage 34
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ditional plush wool moquettes, Camira’s manufacturing expertise also covers lighter weight
pile fabrics with added design and texture;
contemporary flat weave fabrics for seating,
vinyls, leathers; and a wide range of ancillary
interior trim fabrics for other surfaces within
motorcoaches. Transportation fabric collections include Aura, Aura Twist, Fusion, Vigor,
Vision, Vita and Rhino. Added fabric protection comes from Defender, Camira’s triple action, long-lasting fabric treatment, which has
an invisible protective shield making fabrics
anti-bacterial, anti-fungal and anti-stain. As
well as an extensive portfolio of stocked
ranges for motorcoach interiors, Camira has
an in-house design team that can customize.
Whether a stocked range or custom-made,
Camira’s transport fabrics are designed to coordinate with a wide range of other options.
That includes leather and vinyl, as well as
trim options for piping, headrests, wall side
and ceiling finishes, and curtaining to provide
flexible options for combination seats using
more than one material type. 19

Chestnut Ridge Foam, Inc.
See Ad On Page 27
443 Warehouse Dr.
Latrobe, PA 15650 USA
800-234-2734
Website: www.crfoam.com
Products: CR SAFGUARD® XL Fire-Resistant Seat Cushioning meets the stringent fire
performance criteria within FTA Docket 90A. The cushioning eliminates viable combustion within the largest interior fuel source. In
bus interiors, the key combustible components
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are seating materials, and the federal regulation FMVSS 302 for seat cushioning and
covers are grossly insufficient and outdated
for fire safety. FMVSS 302 permits the use
of polyurethane (urethane) cushioning that is
so flammable the nomenclature “solidified
gasoline” is often used to describe it. When
exposed to even minor ignition sources,
polyurethane cushioning will ignite easily,
burn profusely, melt, drip and rapidly ignite
the surrounding materials, while emitting
large volumes of toxic smoke. The rapid
spread of flames poses a serious danger to
ridership, particularly those with mobility
challenges.
CR SAFGUARD® XL fire-resistant cushioning is available to all seating manufacturers
for O.E.M. vehicles. In addition to safety, CR
SAFGUARD® XL offers major advancements in seat cushioning durability and comfort. Any vehicle seating specification can
easily add CR SAFGUARD® XL. Condensed
specification verbiage is available upon request. 21

De Leo Transportation Fabrics
53 Dwight Pl.
Fairfield, NJ 07004 USA
973-439-6801
Website: www.deleotf.com
Products: De Leo Transportation Fabrics offers a variety of velvet compositions including 100 percent polyester, 100 percent acrylic,
85/15 wool/nylon, 30/70 wool polyester constructions, 100 percent polyester flat wovens
and vinyls. DLT is dedicated to providing custom designs, custom coloring, and innovative

and durable qualities to pass all required industry standards. 21

E. Schoepf GmbH & Co KG
Rathausstrasse 18-24, Stammbach 95236
GERMANY
+49 9256/800
Email: info@e-schoepf.de
Website: www.e-schoepf.de
Products: The medium-sized family business
E. SCHOEPF GmbH & Co. KG has been in
existence more than 160 years. Today, it produces high-quality technical fabrics. As a system supplier, it produces certified seat covers,
side panels as well as ceiling panels and curtains for worldwide, well-known brands of
the automotive industry, for urban traffic operation (buses and trains) and for seat manufacturers. Also provided are highly elastic
fabrics or vacuum moulding materials for
manufacturers of construction, industrial and
agricultural vehicles.
Creative design, highest quality (certified
according to DIN EN ISO 9001) and environmentally appropriate production (DIN EN
ISO 14001) are inextricable at E. SCHOEPF.
Its fully integrated production processes ensure extensive know-how, short reaction
times and effective development services.
This contributes to the company’s ability to
meet the highest requirements of its customers in a targeted and timely manner –
paired with delivery reliability to achieve a
high level of customer satisfaction. 19

Freedman Seating Company
See Ad On Page 9
4545 W. Augusta Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60651 USA
773-524-2440
Email: info@freedmanseating.com
Website: www.freedmanseating.com
Company Officers: Dan Cohen, President;
Craig Freedman, CEO; John-Paul Paonessa,
Marketing Director; John Mienik, National
Sales Manager; Sam Cardone, COO; Christy
Nunes, COO
Products: For over 125 years, Freedman Seating has been engineering and manufacturing
seats and seating-related products for many different applications. Its product lines include
bus, rail, marine, delivery truck, specialty and
commercial vehicle seating. Consistent growth
and expansion has earned Freedman Seating
recognition as a leading manufacturer of transportation seating solutions. Manufacturing
seats for buses, Freedman Seating supplies the
major OEMs, over 250 bus distributors, the
federal government, and many states and municipalities. The family of Freedman Seating
bus seats includes products for small and midsized coaches, paratransit vans and buses, pub-

lic transit buses, and private bus operators.
Its new SeatLink™ technology is a seat information tracking system powered by InterMotive Vehicle Controls. The system displays and
tracks the occupancy and belt status of passenger seats and provides visual warnings for the
driver. The system will trigger an alert if an occupant sits but does not buckle or buckles before sitting. 22

Kiel Seats North America LLC
2009 Middlebury St.
Elkhart, IN 46516 USA
574-293-3600
3000 Madison St.
Bellwood, IL 60104 USA
708-547-7000
Email: office@kielna.com
Website: www.kielna.com
Products: Kiel Seats North America is part
of the international Kiel Group, a manufacturer of transit seating systems for commercial vehicles and public transportation,
including buses on the local, regional, and intercity level. 22

Lantal Textiles, Inc.
1300 Langenthal Dr., P. O. Box 965
Rural Hall, NC 27045 USA
336-969-9551
Website: www.lantal.com
Products: Supplier of flat woven fabric to the
bus, rail and aviation markets. Manufactured
in North Carolina, Lantal’s fabrics meet or exceed the specifications required by the industry
as well as Buy America for the transit market.
Free design services available. 22

Lazzerini Corporation
1011 Herman St.
Elkhart, IN 46516 USA
574-206-4769
Email: info@lazzerini.us
Website: www.lazzerini.us
Products: Lazzerini Corporation is a U.S.
based subsidiary of Italian seating company,
Lazzerini S.r.l. Founded in 1967, Lazzerini,
S.r.l. designs and manufactures innovative and
lightweight passenger seats for the global mass
transit markets with localized operations in the
United Kingdom, Europe, Hong Kong, New
Zealand and Canada. In 2015, Lazzerini Corporation was established in Elkhart, IN, and is
manufacturing and supplying Buy America
compliant seats.
Lazzerini is known and respected for its
ability and know-how in the intelligent use of
latest technology materials, to create standard
flexible seating platforms combined with
fully modular construction. This allows for
easy customization, installation, maintenance
and efficient vehicle packaging that optimizes

passenger “living space” and vehicle seating
capacity. 19

RECARO North America, Inc.
49200 Halyard Dr.
Plymouth, MI 48170 USA
800-873-2276
Email: aftermarket@recaro-automotive.com
Products: RECARO Automotive Seating is a
manufacturer of ergonomic operator seats. Recaro has been manufacturing mass transit
commercial seats for over 20 years. The company’s North American-built seats fit nearly
all applications. The Recaro Ergo line of seating is flexible and durable to meet the mass
transit markets. 20

Sardo Bus & Coach Upholstery
503 S. Main Ave.
Minneola, FL 34715 USA
512 W. Rosecrans Ave.
Gardena, CA 90248 USA
800-654-3824
Website: www.sardobus.com
Products: Sardo Bus & Coach Upholstery’s
quality craftsmanship and unique customer
service has made it an industry leader in motorcoach and transit refurbishment. Sardo’s
Original Professional Mobile Road Crew is
a trendsetter, providing experienced on-site
installation service at customers’ facilities.
This minimizes down time and gives personal attention to every detail. Sardo guarantees its workmanship for as long as the
customer owns the coach. Sardo offers a
wide variety of innovative styles, color combinations and patterns utilizing the finest
quality materials for interior refurbishment.
It also manufactures custom fit seat covers
for mail-out service with seat cover liners for
easy installation.
For flooring needs, Sardo can install a
new complete floor, or just replace the entrance area steps for the ultimate first impression. Sardo provides seating options for
transit authorities all over the United States
and Canada. With Sardo’s patented quick release insert design, transit authorities are
finding superior replacement options at a
fraction of the cost.
Sardo has developed many innovative
products for the transit, rail and bus industries. This includes new affordable social distancing bands, and driver and passenger
protective shields that have been well received in the industry. Sardo prides itself on
delivering the best quality refurbishment
while offering a great selection of seating options at an affordable price. Visit the Sardo
website, like its Facebook page, and join
Sardo on LinkedIn to learn more about its
products and services. 21
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Expo Theme: Reconnecting
Location: Long Beach Convention & Entertainment Center
Long Beach, CA.

The UMA Expo annually brings together bus and motorcoach industry professionals for networking, education sessions and to visit
an exhibit hall featuring the latest in buses, motorcoaches, related
products and services. Other events include an opening session,
driver competition, receptions and dinners.
According to UMA, the Expo will include best practices for hygiene and preventative measures against the COVID virus. As of
January 28, 2022, testing and vaccine proof will be required by
state law for the UMA Expo. The state of California requires that
attendees at all “mega events” show proof of vaccination with
photo ID or test negative for COVID-19. In recent weeks, Expo
registration has grown to the point where the meeting will qualify
as a “mega event,” and this compels UMA to adopt these protocols for Expo.
According to UMA, it has put in place a plan that will allow it to
continue to meet while adhering to state and local guidelines. Following are the new protocols UMA will follow to comply with the
state law:
n Attendees who are vaccinated will need to show proof of
vaccination and a photo ID. They must have received a second
dose of Pfizer or Moderna or one dose of Johnson & Johnson no
less than 14 days prior to Feb. 23, 2022. Once attendees have
shown proof of vaccination, they will be given a wristband. If
the wristband is removed, attendees will need to show proof of
vaccination again. Attendees who leave the wristband on are
good for the entire Expo;
Page 36
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n Attendees who are not vaccinated can pay $49 to receive a
rapid test at the Long Beach Convention & Entertainment Center.
A negative test result is valid for the next five days. With a negative
test, attendees will receive a wristband. If the wristband is removed, they will need to either show proof of a negative test or
test again; and,
n Attendees who choose to have a PCR test need to be tested
within 48 hours before checking in at the event. Once they show
proof of a negative PCR test, attendees do not need to show proof
or test again for five days. With a negative test, attendees will receive a wristband. If the wristband is removed, they will need to
either show proof of a negative test or test again.
Proof of vaccination or negative test is required during all show
hours to access the event.
Listed below is the 2022 UMA Motorcoach Expo daily schedule.
All dates, times and events are subject to change:

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
The International Motorcoach Group’s “Maintenance & Safety
Forum” will take place from February 22-24 at the convention center.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Registration is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The UMA State Association Summit is scheduled from 3 to 5 p.m. It will be followed
by the UMA Welcome Reception (5 to 6 p.m.), UMA Buses & Beer
program (5 to 9 p.m.) and UMA Dinner (6 to 9 p.m.), all taking

place by the pool at the Hyatt Regency, in Long Beach. Those
events are open to all association attendees.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
The day begins with registration from 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. The
first group of UMA Concurrent Education Sessions is scheduled
from 9 to 10 a.m., followed by the second group of sessions from
10:30 to 11:30 a.m. The UMA Associate/Travel Partner Membership Meeting will take place from 10 to 10:45 a.m.
From 11:45 a.m. to 2 p.m., UMA will hold its Motorcoach Expo
Opening Session, Active Member Meeting, Legislative & Regulatory Update and Lunch.
The UMA Maintenance Interchange will take place from 12:45
to 4:30 p.m. From 2:15 to 3:15 p.m., the third group of UMA Concurrent Education Sessions are scheduled, while the fourth group
of sessions are slated for 3:30 to 4:15 p.m.

The UMA Education Sessions will
include the following programs:
n ADA/Title VI Coordinator, to be presented in two parts by
Laurel Van Horn, of Open Doors Organization;
n Financial Management, to be presented in two parts by Jim
McCann, of Spader Business Management;
n Tire Maintenance & Best Safety Practices Panel Discussion;
n DOT Reasonable Suspicion For Supervisors, to be presented
in two parts by Bob Crescezo, of Lancer Insurance; and,
n Entry-Level Driver Training (ELDT), to be presented by
Matt Daecher, of Daecher Consulting.
A key event on Thursday will be the UMA Expo Exhibit Hall
Sneak Preview, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Exhibitors will provide
demonstrations and showcase various industry products and services
during the sneak preview. A ribbon cutting ceremony for the event
is scheduled at 4:30 p.m. near the front entrance of the exhibit hall.
The Sneak Preview After-Party, meanwhile, is set for 7 to 10
p.m., at the Museum of Latin American Art, in Long Beach. Transportation will be provided.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25
Friday’s UMA Expo registration is scheduled from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. The UMA International Driver Competition will take place
Friday morning. Winners will receive cash prizes, trophies, framed
certificates and recognition during UMA’s Member Appreciation
Dinner, set for 6:30 to 9 p.m. on Friday.
Earlier in the day, from 8:30 to 9:45 a.m., a General Session is
scheduled. The keynote speaker will be business strategist Meridith
Elliott Powell. Meanwhile, the UMA Expo exhibit hall will be
open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday, allowing attendees a full
day to visit with vendors.
Also taking place on Friday, from 10 a.m. to noon, is a maintenance competition. Lunch will be available starting at noon until 2
p.m., via an In-N-Out Burger food truck.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26
Saturday is the final day that the exhibit hall will be open for
the 2022 UMA Motorcoach Expo. Show floor hours are 9 a.m.
to noon. Registration begins at 8 a.m. The UMA Board Meeting is
scheduled from 1 to 6 p.m.
Visit www.motorcoachexpo.com for updated information.

Mercedes-Benz Sales Goup
Sales Managers

Thomas Vik has joined the Daimler Coaches North America (DCNA) sales team, as regional sales manager for the
Midwest region. He is responsible for sales activities for
new and pre-owned motor
coaches in the region comprising: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, North Dakota, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin.
Thomas Vik
Vik brings nearly 10 years
of experience to his new role in the motor coach industry.
During this time, Vik sold seated motor coaches in a 10-state
Midwest territory — navigating clients in complex sales
processes including specification development, order negotiation, contract completion, and product delivery. Prior to
this, he held positions including territory sales manager, district sales manager, market manager-trade development and
sales representative, primarily within the construction and
building materials industries.
Vik holds a Bachelor of Business Administration degree
in marketing from Iowa State University. He lives in the
Minneapolis-Saint Paul metropolitan area, and is married
with two daughters. He can be contacted directly via email:
Thomas.vik@daimler.com and via mobile at (715) 716-0302.

Regional Sales Manager — Northeast Region
Patrick Laffan has joined the DCNA team as regional sales
manager, for the Northeast region. Laffan is accountable for
all facets of the sales activity
for new and pre-owned motor
coaches in the region comprised of New Hampshire,
Vermont, Maine, Connecticut,
Massachsetts, Rhode Island,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia
Patrick Laffan
and Kentucky.
He brings over 15 years of sales experience in the bus and
motorcoach industry, primarily focused in the Northeast region. Prior to joining Daimler, Laffan held positions as senior account executive, V.P. new coach sales, commercial bus
sales manager and commercial bus sales representative with
a focus on the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions.
Laffan holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in organizational
and leadership studies from the University of Hartford,
Hartford, CT. He lives in the Connecticut area, and is married with two sons.
Laffan can be contacted directly via email: Patrick.Laffan@daimlertruck.com, and his mobile number: 860-3163590.
January/February 2022
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MOTORCOACHES
ABC Companies

Van Hool CX45 Motorcoach
The Van Hool C-coach model has been a staple of North American fleets for over 15 years,
and has consistently delivered reliability and
versatility to fleets while providing the luxury

ABC Companies

Van Hool CX35 Motorcoach
With many exclusive features unique to the smallcoach segment, the Van Hool CX35 offers a truly userfriendly design. Featuring front-to-rear flat passenger
floor design, the coach’s 102-inch exterior width and
full-size coach height offer a roomy and spacious
cabin design, with no step-up throughout.

ABC Companies

Van Hool TX Motorcoach
For premium tour and charter operators, the
highline, luxurious Van Hool TX takes the passenger
transport experience to the next level.
Page 38
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customers have come to expect. The CX45 offers
a new interior and exterior design that integrates a host of new safety features, with the
bonus of increased mechanical serviceability.
The CX series is available in 35- and 45-foot
models, and brings Van Hool’s quality design
and engineering, plus rugged reliability and
the perfect flexibility, to a fleet. With parts interchangeability, fleet maintenance is a lot
easier. The 35- and 45-foot models share a
nearly identical design. Their high level of
parts and components interchangeability drive
some high-value benefits to operators. A dramatic reduction in spare parts investment is
an obvious advantage, but for operators who
already run the Van Hool CX45 in their fleets,
the need for driver and mechanic training is
greatly mitigated.

The integrated A/C system translates to more luggage space below, plus a curved passenger entry is
both aesthetically pleasing and offers the same uniform step height as the CX45 for passenger boarding.
The CX35 also features a mid-ship wheelchair lift. Van
Hool also offers this in an optional rear passenger
door option. The CX series is available in 35- and 45foot models, and brings Van Hool’s quality design and
engineering, plus rugged reliability and the perfect
flexibility, to a fleet. With parts interchangeability,
fleet maintenance is a lot easier. The 35- and 45- foot
models share a nearly identical design. Their high
level of parts and components interchangeability
drive some high-value benefits to operators. A dramatic reduction in spare parts investment is an obvious advantage, but for operators who already run the
Van Hool CX45 in their fleets, the need for driver and
mechanic training is greatly mitigated.

Enhanced and improved to meet and exceed
operational needs, the Van Hool TX integrates a variety of key upgrades designed to improve handling, optimize maintenance, increase passenger
comfort and enhance overall curb appeal.
Available in 40- and 45-foot lengths, the TX luxury touring coach series combines the ultimate sophistication in engineering, styling and design with
a robust, reliable performance. It’s in a class by itself, delivering high traveling style across North
America. The TX45 is also available with an optional second door. This configuration allows for
greater ease in loading and unloading the coach.
ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive,
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com
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Model....................................................................Van Hool CX45
Seating Capacity ..56 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length ........................................................................................45’
Width ........................................................................................102”
Height .....................................................................................11’ 6”
Engine.....................................................Cummins X12 (425HP)
Transmission..........................................................Allison B500
Chassis.................................................................Stainless Steel
Air Conditioning .............................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option........................................Braun NL-501
Steering.........................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension .....Independent Front & Tag Axle Suspension

Model ....................................................................Van Hool CX35
Seating Capacity ..38 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length ........................................................................................35’
Width ........................................................................................102”
Height .....................................................................................11’ 6”
Engine ......................................................Cummins L9 (345HP)
Transmission..........................................................Allison B500
Chassis.................................................................Stainless Steel
Air Conditioning .............................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option........................................Braun NL-501
Steering.........................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension ..........................Independent Front Suspension

Model.........................................................................Van Hool TX
Seating Capacity.......... ....40’—48 Passengers with 3-point
seat belts; 45’—56 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length................................................................................40’; 45’
Width ........................................................................................102”
Height ....................................................................................12’ 2”
Inside Height ...........................................................................77”
Engine.....................................................Cummins X12 (425HP)
Transmission..........................................................Allison B500
Chassis.................................................................Stainless Steel
Air Conditioning .............................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option.......................................Braun NL-502
Steering.........................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension .....Independent Front & Tag Axle Suspension

MOTORCOACHES
ABC Companies

Van Hool CX45E Motorcoach
Now North American operators can take advantage of a true zero-emission vehicle built on the
proven Van Hool CX Series platform. Featuring the

industry’s leading energy-dense E2 battery system
from Proterra, an optimized chassis that has been
engineered for balanced weight distribution, and premium passenger and driver amenities, the CX45E is
purpose-built to support a carbon-free future without compromising rideability, passenger comfort or
performance.
Combining the modular Siemens drive-train system with Proterra’s E2 high power, high density battery system — in conjunction with the innovative
converter technology and energy efficient auxiliary
system components for HVAC, Dynamic Braking, Passenger Entertainment Power Steering and more — the
CX45E is designed to achieve daily range targets for
operators. The vehicle’s zero emissions, quiet battery
drive offers a smooth and comfortable ride, with very
low noise levels to enhance the passenger experience
like never before.

ABC Companies
The world’s first all-electric double deck is now
available in the United States! Passengers will
enjoy the quiet and smooth ride of this exciting
new addition to the trusted Van Hool line of
coaches. Lowering your carbon footprint, while
transporting more passengers, is now possible.
The TDX25E is designed with range in mind,
up to 310 miles on a full charge. Both the CX45E
and the brand new TDX25E use a Siemens power
train and reliable Proterra batteries. Over the
past few decades Van Hool has built more than
1,200 vehicles with an electrical drive system
(hydrogen, trolley, battery, and hybrid).

Passengers will enjoy the smooth, quiet ride enveloped
in Van Hool signature elegant interior styling, comfortable
seating, ample legroom, digital amenities and innumerable
passenger security features.
Model..................................................................Van Hool CX45E
Seating Capacity ..56 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length ........................................................................................45’
Width ........................................................................................102”
Height .....................................................................................11’ 6”
Battery Type...................................................................Proterra
Transmission...Direct drive from Siemens electric motor
Chassis.................................................Stainless Steel Chassis
Air Conditioning .............................Integrated HVAC System
Steering.........................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension ................................Electronically Level Control

Model................................................................Van Hool TDX25E
Length .............................................................................. 44’ 4.2”
Width....................................................................................8’ 5.8”
Height .....................................................................................13’ 1”
Engine................................................................................Electric
Seating Capacity ......................................................................69
Battery Type...................................................................Proterra
Suspension ................................Electronically Level Control
Chassis.................................................................Stainless Steel
Air Conditioning .............................Integrated HVAC System
Transmission ....................Direct drive from electric motor
Range.......................................................................................310*
*All-electric range can vary depending on route or
drive cycle, environmental conditions, vehicle or
equipment configurations, and driver behavior.

Van Hool TDX25E

ABC Companies

Van Hool TDX
Double Deck Intercity Coach
The highline Van Hool TDX double deck coach makes a
bold statement in any marketplace. With passenger seating
up to 81, this coach is an industry frontrunner in reduced
carbon emissions and fuel consumption — providing an additional 43 percent more passenger capacity, and up to 486
passenger miles per gallon.

Featuring a dramatic upper deck sky view rooftop, centrally
located restroom, ample storage, front and rear stairs, dual-deck
entertainment system and more, the TDX offers one of the most
innovative coach designs offered to the U.S. traveling public
since the Scenicruiser®.
The generously proportioned steps and wide doorways
provide easy access, as well as easy loading and unloading,
from both the front and the rear staircases. The lowered aisle
and increased interior height enables every passenger to walk
upright through the coach. Three-point seat belts are standard
on all seats. Individual lighting and ventilation, together with
state-of-the-art, integrated heating and air conditioning systems with upper and lower controls at each level, provide a
comfortable environment for all passengers.
ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com

Model ......................................................................Van Hool TDX
Seating Capacity...........................59 Seats Upper Deck and
22 Seats Lower Deck (81 Passenger Capacity)
with 3-point seat belts
Length.........................................................................44’ 4-9/32”
Width ........................................................................................102”
Height .............................................................................13’ 1-1/16”
Engine.....................................................Cummins X12 (425HP)
Transmission .................................................Allison B500R G5
Chassis............................Stainless Steel Lower Body Frame
Air Conditioning .............................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option..............Foldable Wheelchair (ADA)
Ramp with two tie-down Positions in Lower Deck
Steering.........................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension .....Independent Front & Tag Axle Suspension
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MOTORCOACHES
ABC Companies

Diesel to Battery
Electric RePower Van Hool
The Diesel to Electric RePower can be done
on many existing coaches, including both single and double deck configurations. Extend the

ABC Companies

Vicinity Lightning EV
The Vicinity Lightning is a fully electric lowfloor transit designed to utilize commercially
available components and charging systems

ABC Companies

The Vicinity low floor transit CNG is an efficient
option for any transit fleet. Available in 30’, 32’ &
35’ bus lengths and CNG and Clean-Diesel engines.
BUSLINE

to offer an affordable and reliable electric bus.
Lower entry and running costs enable transit
operators to adopt EV technologies sooner.
Short turning radius and compact size allows
great maneuverability in any community.
Scaled down for a diverse range of uses including community shuttles, paratransit, university shuttles and other applications. Fully
ADA compliant with kneeling and up to 4
wheelchair positions and an optional middle
access door.
Powered by sustainable energy sources
with a creative design and use of materials reduce overall carbon footprint. Electric propulsion system designed with maximum
efficiency in mind to reduce energy consumption and increase range.

Designed to utilize commercially available components to offer an affordable reliable bus. Lower
entry and running costs enable transit operators
to adopt cleaner emissions technologies sooner.
Air-ride suspension provides best-in-class
ride comfort and handling. Comes with larger
transit-style windows with a modern interior design, high-capacity heating and air conditioning
system, with independent driver and passenger
control, and best-in-class driver ergonomics with
big-bus workstation design.

Vicinity CNG
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life of your coach and reduce your carbon footprint. EV driver training and infrastructure
planning is included.
Process: Inspection for mechanical and
structural integrity required for new battery
electric components.
De-contenting of equipment and components required for batteries, controllers, electric drive and auxiliary motors.
Refurbishment of donor coach to customer
specifications, ranging from cosmetic and interior to suspension and mechanical.
Repower including the complete installation and integration of all vehicle controls and
systems.
Commissioning of each vehicle to ensure
thorough testing and quality control compliance.

ABC Companies
17469 West Colonial Drive,
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com
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Model.................................................................T2145E RePower
Length........................................................................................45'
Height ................................................................................11' 10.5"
Width ........................................................................................102"
GVWR.......................................GVWR based on donor vehicle
Seating Capacity .........................................Per configuration
All Electric Range*............................................165 - 195 miles
Battery Capacity.......................660 kWh Octillion Batteries
*All-electric range can vary depending on route or
drive cycle, environmental conditions, vehicle or
equipment configurations, and driver behavior.

Model........................................................Vicinity Lightning EV
Length ........................................................................................28'
Height........................................................................................9.8'
Width ......................................................................................96.5"
GVWR.............................................................................22,000 lbs
Seating Capacity...........................................................Up to 34
All Electric Range* ..........................................Up to 185 miles
Battery Capacity .................................................168 - 252 kWh
*All-electric range can vary depending on route or
drive cycle, environmental conditions, vehicle or
equipment configurations, and driver behavior.

Model ........................................................................Vicinity CNG
Length.........................................................................30’, 32’, 35’
Height .......................................................................................118”
Width ......................................................................................98.4”
GVWR ....................................................30,000 lbs. - 37,478 lbs.
Seating Capacity.................................................................27-33
Air Conditioning.............................Valeo Rooftop AC RG400
HVAC Heating/Cooling.........................170,000 - 133,000 Btu
Air Ride System ...................................................Wabco Ecas 2

MOTORCOACHES
Daimler Coaches North America

Daimler Coaches North America

Mercedes-Benz Tourrider Premium

Mercedes-Benz Tourrider Business

When it comes to features and ride comfort, the new Tourrider
Premium leaves little to be desired. It’s a premium-class coach that
promises passengers an incomparable travel experience and can
be adapted in many details to meet specific needs. With an optional
glass roof and high-tech infotainment system, the new Tourrider
is ideal for tourism and charter operations such as city-sightseeing
and long-distance travel.
With a Tourrider Premium, customers have chosen a state-ofthe-art coach that can be individually customized to create a fullyfeatured motorcoach. The Premium variant impresses with
additional exterior styling elements, a more luxurious interior, and
more headroom. Highlights like the continuous floor or the optional panorama glass roof create a fascinating feeling of spaciousness with an air of sheer comfort, while proven Mercedes-Benz
safety systems help the driver to keep everything under control.
And, with a nationwide service network, downtimes and maintenance are reduced to a minimum.
Daimler Coaches North America, LLC
2477 Deerfield Drive, Fort Mill, SC 29715
Website: www.Mercedes-Benz-Bus.com
www.SetraUSA.com

The new Tourrider is recognizable at first sight, and stands out
clearly as a true Mercedes-Benz. From its characteristic front with the
central Star and the elegant lines of its flanks to smallest details like
the air vents at the rear — the new Tourrider radiates elegance and
serene style. The Tourrider Business, an economical 45-foot coach for
travel operators, impresses with the familiar Mercedes-Benz quality.
The impression from outside is carried forward to the interior. This
begins with the high-quality design of the cockpit, which is available in
two versions: Basic Plus and Comfort Plus options. Inside, passengers
are struck by the spacious and open passenger compartment with a
width of 8ft 6in and 6ft 4in headroom. Every seat features a service set
and a charging port for electronic devices. A high-performance, roofmounted air conditioning system from Eberspächer/Sütrak provides personalizable comfort at every seat, while optional ambient mood lighting
softly illuminates the interior.
Numerous extras like premium materials, assistance systems such
as lane departure warning, Sideguard Assist, enormous diversity of configuration options and the flexibility of the new Tourrider Business coach
makes it the economic hero of your company — as a shuttle, for longdistance travel, or intercity commuter. With cutting-edge technology
and impressive comfort, the Tourrider promises passengers an enjoyable ride — and keeps costs under control.

Model .....................................................................................................Premium
Length (ft/mm)..............................................................................45’8”/13,920
Height (ft) ......................................................................................................12’1”
Width (ft/mm) ...................................................................................102”/2,600
Wheelbase front axle-drive axle (ft/mm) .....................................24’/7,315
Wheelbase drive axle-trailing axle (ft/mm)..............................4’5”/1,350
Tire Size...........................................................................................315/80R22.5
Turning Radius (ft/mm) ...............................................................39’11”/12,170
Engine..........................................................................Mercedes-Benz OM 471
Engine Type .......................................................................In-line six-cylinder
Output (hp/kW) .....................................................................................450/336
Max. Torque (lbft/Nm) ....................................................................1,550/2,102
Automatic Transmission with retarder
Allison WTB 500R
Front axle, type ..................................ZF, independent wheel suspension
Driven axle, type......................................................Mercedes-Benz RO 440
Trailing axle, type..............................ZF, independent wheel suspension

Model......................................................................................................Business
Length (ft/mm)..............................................................................45’8”/13,920
Height (ft)......................................................................................................11’11”
Width (ft/mm) ...................................................................................102”/2,600
Wheelbase front axle-drive axle (ft/mm) .....................................24’/7,315
Wheelbase drive axle-trailing axle (ft/mm)..............................4’5”/1,350
Tire Size...........................................................................................315/80R22.5
Turning Radius (ft/mm) ...............................................................39’11”/12,170
Engine..........................................................................Mercedes-Benz OM 471
Engine Type .......................................................................In-line six-cylinder
Output (hp/kW) .....................................................................................450/336
Max. Torque (lbft/Nm) ....................................................................1,550/2,102
Automatic Transmission with retarder
Allison WTB 500R
Front axle, type ..................................ZF, independent wheel suspension
Driven axle, type......................................................Mercedes-Benz RO 440
Trailing axle, type..............................ZF, independent wheel suspension
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MOTORCOACHES
Prevost

Prevost

Prevost X3-45
Prevost H3-45
Both modern and timeless, the H-Series™ is clearly a Prevost
thoroughbred. The style is striking — from its distinctively proud
front end to the elegant rear treatment. And the innovative features
and functional design are just what passengers have come to expect
from the Prevost brand. Highly recognizable on the road or at the
curb — it catches the eye. There is no mistaking an ordinary bus for
the Ultimate in Touring Coaches: the Prevost H-Series.
HIGHLIGHTS:
LARGEST STORAGE CAPACITY: The Prevost H-Series is more
than just another pretty face. The H-Series coach boasts the most
luggage space on the market with an impressive 470 ft3 / 13.31 m3
of underfloor capacity and the highest deck in the Prevost lineup.
AMAZING PANORAMIC VIEWS: Flush-mounted, frameless windows
ensure trips will include exceptional panoramic views, greater passenger privacy, and a reduced strain on the air-conditioning system.
EXCLUSIVE COMFORT AND STYLE: Exclusively from Prevost,
Cloud One seating combines style and comfort with uncompromising
safety. Prevost did their research, conducting seating clinics evaluating seating size, comfort and positioning. The result is an upright
position that is comfortable. Headrest and seat belt locations are adjusted to accommodate even tall passengers, avoiding back and
shoulder strain. With great lumbar support and an adjusted seat pan,
passenger fatigue is reduced during long trips. Prevost has combined
premium materials, accents, stitching and piping to give every seat
option a stylish look and feel.
INNOVATIVE ENGINE COMPARTMENT PACKAGING: Behind the
bold “Prevost” logo on the Prevost H-Series engine compartment panel
is the remarkably efficient layout of the potent and proven Volvo D13
powertrain. The ingenious installation of the Diesel Particulate Filter,
SCR unit, and the Rooftop Diffuser offers an array of benefits, including
reduced engine compartment heat, easier and safer maintenance, and
protection against burns or fires at ground level.
Prevost: 35 Gagnon Blvd., Ste-Claire, Quebec GOR 2VO CANADA
Tel: 418-883-3391 Toll-Free: 877-773-8678
Website: www.prevostcar.com
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The redesigned Prevost X3-45 boasts an aerodynamically improved
body for dramatically improved fuel economy. The sleek new exterior
stays true to the Prevost family look and delivers an 8 - 10 percent boost
in fuel efficiency. The coach is new and improved, while essential features like low overall height and generous interior height remain the
best in the industry.
HIGHLIGHTS:
IMPROVED STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY: The incorporation of even more
stainless steel components makes the structure more rigid. The increased rigidity, along with new front and rear roll bars, means the X3-45
is even safer than before.
IMPROVED WINDOW RELEASE MECHANISM FOR EASIER EGRESS:
All windows (excluding the wheelchair lift door) can be used as a means
of escape in the event of an emergency, for increased passenger safety.
IMPROVED FRONT HEADLAMPS: Headlamps on the new X3-45 are
no longer integrated into the bumper. For ease of maintenance, the modification was made to allow technicians to quickly change out the headlamps.
ENHANCED DRIVER & PASSENGER VISIBILITY: Refinements to the
cockpit area make the driver’s job safer and more comfortable. With the
windshield slanted inward and the posts now considerably more narrow,
the driver has a more expansive front and side view, while blind spots
have been reduced. In addition, a new gutter at the front of the driver’s
side window catches dirty water from the windshield wiper, ensuring a
cleaner and clearer view.
INCREASED VISIBILITY FOR PASSENGERS: As if increased fuel efficiency wasn’t enough, the new side windows on the X3-45 mean improved visibility for passengers and a more spacious feel to the interior
of the coach.
EXCLUSIVE COMFORT AND STYLE: Exclusively from Prevost, Cloud
One seating combines style and comfort with uncompromising safety.
Prevost did their research, conducting seating clinics evaluating seating
size, comfort and positioning. The result is an upright position that is
comfortable. Headrest and seat belt locations are adjusted to accommodate even tall passengers, avoiding back and shoulder strain. With great
lumbar support and an adjusted seat pan, passenger fatigue is reduced
during long trips. Prevost has combined premium materials, accents,
stitching and piping to give every seat option a stylish look and feel.

MOTORCOACHES
Prevost

Prevost

Prevost X3-45 Commuter

The Volvo 9700 is an ultimate business tool, delivering both productivity and versatility in every application. It’s a well-equipped coach with
appealing design and a fuel-efficient, yet highly responsive, engine. The
vehicle is the passengers’ choice and the driver’s dream. And not least,
it’s a Volvo, and one of the safest buses on the market.

Volvo 9700
The iconic Prevost X3-45® sets a higher standard for a unique
and upscale intercity commuter coach. The X3-45 Commuter™
provides a smooth, quiet ride for a relaxing commuting environment. Designed to provide quality, performance, and safety, the
Prevost X3-45 Commuter is unmatched in the commuter market.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Exova Certified for structural integrity and Altoona tested
for superior product value and lifecycle efficiency.
Unsurpassed 80-inch high interior environment.
Shorter entry steps, wider entry door, and a wider aisle than
other commuter coaches for easier access.
Proven performance on the nation's most demanding commuter routes.
Modern, comfort-focused interior.
110v electrical outlets easily accesible to all passengers.
LED adjustable individual reading lamps.
Prevost: 35 Gagnon Blvd., Ste-Claire, Quebec GOR 2VO CANADA
Tel: 418-883-3391 Toll-Free: 877-773-8678
Website: www.prevostcar.com

HIGHLIGHTS:
GENUINE VOLVO SAFETY: At Volvo, the company always puts safety
first. It’s in Volvo’s DNA and affects how the company thinks and the way
it designs products. The result is experienced and appreciated by drivers
and passengers worldwide, everyday.
FINE-TUNED TO YOUR BUSINESS: The Volvo 9700 is available with
a choice of optimized equipment. Depending on a company’s operations
and passengers’ expectations, the operator can add services and equipment as needed. The result will be a coach to suit any specific business
– and demanding passengers.
THE DRIVER’S DREAM: The driver’s environment in the Volvo 9700
is designed for unmatched driving comfort. A spacious workplace with
world-class ergonomics helps the driver stay focused and alert. And the
high-torque engine, in combination with the intelligent Volvo I-Shift
transmission, provides a unique driving feel.
THE PASSENGERS’ COACH: The bright and airy interior design, comfortable seats and large tinted windows create an inviting passenger environment. Together with the low interior noise, superior interior climate
system and on-board entertainment system, Volvo can promise a passenger experience surpassing all expectations.

Prevost: 35 Gagnon Blvd., Ste-Claire, Quebec GOR 2VO CANADA
Tel: 418-883-3391 Toll-Free: 877-773-8678
Website: www.prevostcar.com
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MOTORCOACHES
Motor Coach Industries

Motor Coach Industries

MCI® J4500

MCI® J3500

With best-in-class interior space and dramatic lighting
throughout, the MCI J4500 comes with new technology features
that make the industry’s bestseller even more appealing. In addition to industry-leading legroom and a new swing-out electric
e-Fan cooling package to help fuel efficiency, the luxurious MCI
J4500 now features, as standard, the lighter, more efficient X12
Cummins engine and the new MCI Connect telematics system for
rapid, technical responsiveness and maximum uptime.
Options include the next-generation ADAS (Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems) with collision mitigation upgrades on Bendix
Fusion that integrates a forward-facing camera with vehicle
recognition software – to detect and stop for stationary objects
and offer lane departure warning and traffic sign recognition. A
state-of-the-art optional 360-degree camera provides a bird’s eye
view around the coach for better maneuvering at low speeds.
MCI J-Series coaches also come with the longest, most comprehensive warranty, and are backed by responsive technical support, roadside assistance, maintenance and repair, NFI Parts
supply and MCI Academy training.

Discover the big appeal of the best small coach yet. MCI’s 35foot coach comes with all of the styling and comfort hallmarks
of the best-selling J4500, with seating for up to 44 passengers,
an optional rear window, a powerful Cummins engine with the
J4500 electric cooling package, and a turning radius of under 33
feet to help maneuver the tight spots.
Utilizing more of the same J4500 components, the MCI J3500
features the same windows and windshields, and a modern driver
cockpit, along with the patented spiral entryway and interior trim
packages and seating options. The two-axle model also has the
J4500 front and drive axle (no tag), and best-in-class payload capacity with the largest underfloor baggage space featuring two
baggage bays and common doors.

Model...........................................................................................................J4500
Length..........................................................................................................45’ 7”
Height........................................................................................................140.75”
Seating Capacity .................................................................................Up to 60
Headroom ..................................................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase......................................................................................................315”
Turning Radius...........................................................................................40’11”
Fuel Tank Capacity ................................................................................183 gal.
Suspension..............................................................Independent front & tag
GVWR ..................................................................................................54,000 lbs.
Engine ............................................................Cummins X12, 410hp or 455hp
Transmission ..............................Gen V Allison B500, 6-speed automatic
with prognostics capability
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes

Model...........................................................................................................J3500
Passenger Capacity..........................With lav 40- standard; 44- optional
Overall Length .........................................................................................35’ 10”
Overall Height .........................................................................................140.75”
GVWR ..................................................................................................42,000 lbs.
Interior Ceiling Height ...........................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase .................................................................................................228.8”
Turning radius..........................................................................................32’ 10”
Fuel Tank Capacity ................................................................................164 gal.
Engine...............................................................................Cummins L9, 350hp,
1350 lb-ft torque w/engine brake
Transmission: .............................Gen V Allison B500, 6-speed automatic
with prognostics capability
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes
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Motor Coach Industries; 200 East Oakton St.,
Des Plaines, IL 60018; 847-285-2000; 800-428-7626;
Email: marketing@mcicoach.com;
Website: www.mcicoach.com

MOTORCOACHES
Motor Coach Industries

Motor Coach Industries

MCI® D45 CRT LE

MCI® Battery-Electric J4500e
and D45 CRTe LE CHARGE

Altoona-tested and Buy America compliant, the MCI D45 CRT
LE Commuter Coach provides unparalleled accessibility. To meet
tomorrow’s transportation demands today, the D45 CRT platform
can be equipped with either clean diesel or battery-electric configurations. Built for Commuter Rapid Transit (CRT), the MCI D45
CRT LE delivers all the advantages of a proven high-floor design,
combined with a breakthrough Low-Entry (LE) vestibule for unprecedented accessibility, especially for passengers using mobility devices.
The next-generation D-Series model was developed with evaluations from the National Council on Independent Living and the
American Association for People with Disabilities, among others.
Features include an automatic curb-level ramp that accommodates a wider variety of mobility aids such as next-generation
motorized wheelchairs. The forward door features an ergonomically-designed spiral entryway, enhanced lighting and supportive
grab rails for comfort and visibility at entry. The dual-entry technology cuts dwell times to match low-floor transit boarding times.
Spacious, comfortable seating accommodates 54 passengers
overall, adjusting to 52 when accommodating two passengers
with mobility devices. Model variants underway include a full
high-floor coach model (D45 CRT) and CNG propulsion.

Model .................................................................................................D45 CRT LE
Overall Length .........................................................................................45’ 10”
Overall Height ...........................................................................................138.6”
Seating Capacity..................................................................................Up to 54
Headroom ..................................................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase......................................................................................................315”
Turning Radius..........................................................................................40’ 11”
Fuel Tank Capacity ................................................................................164 gal.
Fuel Options ..................................................Clean-diesel, Battery-electric
GVWR ..................................................................................................54,000 lbs.
Engine Options.........................Cummins X12 or all-electric high-torque
Siemens electric drive system
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B500
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes

MCI moves into electric propulsion teamed up with New
Flyer’s half century of expertise. All 100 percent battery electric
models — MCI J4500e CHARGE and MCI D45 CRTe LE CHARGE —
offer impressive power, a smooth quiet ride and zero emissions.
MCI matches its time-tested reliability of its two most popular
models with battery-electric propulsion and charging methods,
adopted from New Flyer’s battery-electric Xcelsior CHARGE™ for
high dependability.
MCI’s platform includes electric driven components, from electric heat and AC systems to power steering; a high-torque
Siemens electric drive system; Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC)
Lithium Ion batteries with high power plug-in battery charging
to 100 percent in under three hours (D45 CRTe LE) or four hours
(J4500e); and regenerative braking for energy efficiency and
solid stopping power. Stylish, reliable and comfortable, these are
the long-distance models that will get eco-conscious commuters
from their cars.
Motor Coach Industries; 200 East Oakton St.,
Des Plaines, IL 60018; 847-285-2000; 800-428-7626;
Email: marketing@mcicoach.com;
Website: www.mcicoach.com

Model........................................Battery-Electric J4500e and D45 CRTe LE
Overall Length ....................................................................J 45’ 7”/ D 45’ 10”
Seating Capacity................................J 56 passengers/ D 54 passengers
Headroom ..................................................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase......................................................................................................315”
Front Suspension .............................................................Independent front
GVWR ...................................................................J 54,000 lbs./ D 54,000 lbs.
Propulsion System.................................................................Siemens motor
Batteries.........................65 Ah NMCI Lithium Ion Ultra-High Energy cell
by XALT, total storage capacity: J=589 kWh/D=489 kWh
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes
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MOTORCOACHES
TEMSA

TEMSA

TEMSA TS30

TEMSA TS35

The New TEMSA TS30 is a true and only mid-size integral chassis
coach that provides the same level of comfort and amenities as a
full-size coach. This coach created a new segment in the U.S. market
when introduced in 2012, while the new generation was launched in
September 2019.
Redesigned front and rear mask, with a new 6-piece bumper,
provides maximum serviceability, tool-free access to main service
components and more. With the combination of Cummins engine
and Allison transmission, the New TS30 delivers smooth shifting
and comfortable driving. Those features are combined with superb
European quality and craftsmanship to ensure a high-quality driving experience.
Despite its compact dimensions, the New TS30 has a robust,
integral stainless steel design for extra durability and safety. The
luxury design integrates an improved HVAC system, increased
luggage capacity and restroom space, enlarged driver area, reduced step height and many other features to provide a unique
travel experience.
The New TS30 is appropriate for smaller groups and operates
as a larger coach. It is fuel-efficient, kind to the environment, and
economically reasonable.

The world-class TEMSA TS35 coach is a fully integral designed
mid-size coach that provides the same level of comfort and amenities as a full-size coach. This mid-size coach offers a luxurious
and spacious interior for passengers and drivers.
The TS35 has gone through some impressive enhancements
introduced in early 2016. Still, with the Cummins/Allison driveline,
the TS35 provides excellent power and optimum serviceability.
This coach is constructed from stainless steel for extra durability
and safety. It is vigorously tested to ensure the highest standards
to provide a dependable, high-quality driving experience.
The enhancements include an entryway with new styling, an
expanded driver’s cockpit, increased parts commonality with the
TS30 and TS45, twin alternator application on the engine, rear
engine door for easier maintenance, better accessibility, and as
key safety features ABS (Anti-Lock Braking System), ASR (AntiSlip Regulation), and ESP (Electronic Stability Program) included
as standard.

TEMSA NORTH AMERICA
404 Zell Dr, Orlando, FL 32824
Phone: 833-628-3672
Website: www.temsa.com
Model ...............................................................................................TEMSA TS30
Length..............................................................................................................31.1’
Width .............................................................................................................94.8”
Height ........................................................................................................132.07”
Wheelbase .....................................................................................................185”
Maximum Seating Capacity ..........................34 + 1 with restroom, 36 + 1
Engine......................................................................................Cummins B 6.7 L
Maximum Power ............................................250 HP (187kW) @ 2,400 rpm
Maximum Torque........................................................660 lb-ft @ 1,600 rpm
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B300
Fuel Tank Capacity .........................................................................80 U.S. Gal.
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TEMSA NORTH AMERICA
404 Zell Dr, Orlando, FL 32824
Phone: 833-628-3672
Website: www.temsa.com

Model................................................................................................TEMSA TS35
Length ...............................................................................................................35’
Width............................................................................................................100.4”
Height ..........................................................................................................138.6”
Wheelbase ...................................................................................................218.1”
Maximum Seating Capacity.......................................40 + 1 with restroom
Engine..................................................................................Cummins L9 EPA21
Maximum Power.............................................................360 HP @2,200 rpm
Maximum Torque.......................................................1,150 lb-ft @ 1,400 rpm
Transmission..............................................Allison B500 (Retarder Option)
Fuel Tank Capacity .........................................................................154 U.S. Gal

MOTORCOACHES
Irizar

Irizar i6
Irizar USA, a U.S. based company owned entirely by Irizar, is the exclusive
U.S. distributor of the Irizar i6 motorcoach. Irizar is an international company,
formed more than 130 years ago, headquartered in Spain.
The Irizar i6 luxury motorcoaches are specifically engineered and designed
for the U.S. market. The Irizar i6 has European curb appeal and a clean aerodynamic design, incorporating systems and components focusing on passenger safety and comfort, with the development and additions of COVID-19
solutions in the buses, including the Eco3 air purifier. The i6 is the only motorcoach in its class to feature seating that exceeds both FMVSS.207 and
FMVSS.210 requirements for anchoring, coupled with 3-point seatbelts.
The Irizar i6 is built for maximum passenger comfort including individual
air conditioning and lighting, armrest and footrest, flat screen monitors, Wi-Fi
and 110v outlets at every seat. The Irizar i6 is designed to improve fuel economy as it is 10 centimeters narrower at the front and features the newest Cummins Diesel technology, appropriately matched with the 6-speed Allison
transmission. Irizar strives to be the best-in-class in fuel economy for the luxury motorcoach sector. This motorcoach is for those who desire to differentiate
their fleet with the sleek design of the i6, a true European coach that is also
fully adapted for the U.S. market.

Irizar USA; Henderson, NV 89014
Phone: 702-431-0707; Email: info@irizarusa.com
Website: www.irizarusa.com
Model........................................................................................................Irizar i6
Seating Capacity............................up to 56 including 3-point seat belts
Length...............................................................................................................45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height.............................................................................................................12’3”
Wheelbase .....................................................................................................301”
Overhang (front/rear)............................................................ 82.25” / 109.5”
Interior height........................................................................................... 79.8”
Turning radius............................................................................................ 40.8’
Tire Size..........................................................................................315/80 R22.5
Engine.............................................................................Cummins ISX (Diesel)
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B500
Fuel tank capacity ...................................................................... 210 U.S. gal.
Luggage Storage Capacity..........................476/620 cu. ft. (SuperCargo)
Chassis / GVWR .................................................Irizar integral / 54,000 lbs.
Suspension............................................Independent ZF Front & Tag Axles
Air Conditioning..................................................................Hispacold (HVAC)
ADA Wheelchair Lift............................................................................Optional

New Leadership At
Factory Direct Bus Sales

Robert M Reichenbach has been promoted to president of Factory Direct Sales. He is taking over the position held by his father, Rick Reichenbach since the
company’s inception in 1997.
Heidi Jemal will continue as
V.P. of operations, with enhanced responsibilities and Michael White is the new CFO.
“Robert, who has a Bachelor
of Arts degree in business from
Sacred Heart University and a
law degree from Touro College
grew up in the bus industry. He
remembers, at an early age, attending conferences, shaking
Robert M Reichenbach
hands and passing out give-aways. He has worked many summers cleaning, inspecting and
delivering buses. After working three years at a New York law
firm, he decided to join his father at the bus dealership. He has
been doing a great job growing the EV side of the business.
Robert is a newlywed. He and wife, Samantha, married in 2020
and enjoyed it so much they did it again in 2021. They now live
in their new home on Long Island.
“Heidi Jemal has been working with Rick Reichenbach for
over 14 years. She has grown from a temp employee to a trusted
advisor. Heidi has held a seat in every seat in the organization.
No task has been too big or small for her to tackle. She had an
early start in the automotive dealership industry before joining
Factory Direct, and now the dealership’s sales, parts and service
departments report to her. She is a graduate of the Automotive
Truck Dealers Academy, and lives on Long Island with her husband, Josh.
“Michael White joined Factory Direct as chief financial officer
in October 2021. He brings more than two decades of experience as a licensed certified public accountant, with expertise in
closely held businesses including the manufacturing and distribution trade as well as a broad knowledge in a variety of industries including real estate, hedge funds and healthcare. He has
expertise in accounting, and will strengthen Factory Direct with
his experience in auditing, forecasts and projections, internal
controls and strategic planning. Michael is a CGMA and a member of the AICPA.
“Rick Reichenbach, who is now CEO of Factory Direct and
affiliated companies, has always been in awe of great sports people and leaders of industry who knew when it was time to let
others step up and shine. He witnesses what energy Robert and
the new administrative team bring to work everyday, and has realized he has a greatest hits soundtrack playing in his head, while
the team is making its own music never heard before.
“Rick has the utmost respect and trust in the new leaders of
the company. He will still be active in the company. The new
leadership team will answer to him. He is involved in strategic
planning along with marketing and sales training,” according to
a company press release.
For more information, contact: Hope Reindl —
Hope@FactoryDirectBusSales.com or 516-767-2700 x115.
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Anderson Pure Air: Cutting Edge Air Filtration

Anderson Coach & Travel continues to
meet the customer demand for motorcoaches with cutting-edge air filtration
technology on board every vehicle.
Company President Doug Anderson said
the Anderson Coach fleet is equipped with
ActivePure Air Filtration Devices, and has
fully deployed the devices on more than 40
commercial coach vehicles. Passengers and
operators have embraced it and feedback
has been “overwhelmingly positive,” Anderson said.
The ActivePure System has been proven
to reduce and eliminate viruses, bacteria,
and allergens in the air and on every surface. With two different units to choose
from, companies are able to meet the needs
of various-size fleets.
“We’re so confident in the product that
we have recommended it to numerous motorcoach companies, schools, and businesses,” Anderson said. “It’s simple
science. It’s safe and easy to install.
“We’ve done our due diligence investigating every possible option, and
feel this is the best for us and our passengers. We want to share that solu-

tion with our friends in the industry,”
Anderson said.
ActivePure works by harnessing microscopic oxygen and water molecules in the
air and then producing supercharged molecules, which attract airborne impurities and
drop them to the ground. Once the particles
are on the ground, oxidizers destroy
viruses, mold, pollen, and bacteria, sanitizing the air and surfaces up to 99.96 percent
– this includes the COVID-19 virus.
“With two different products, offering a
range from 350-3,000 square feet, you can
equip your motorcoaches, offices and more.
The state-of-the-art system can be placed
anywhere in a vehicle there is a 110-volt or
12-volt outlet. Guests appreciate being able
to see the ActivePure units operating while
traveling, and Anderson employees have
noticed a substantial difference in air purity
throughout the office and garage complex
after units were installed. ActivePure can
be found nationwide in schools, hospitals,
homes, offices, sports facilities and more.
“We’re thrilled people are finally feeling
safe enough to travel again. We enjoy taking people places safely.”

"Anderson Stands Behind ActivePure."
From left to right are Evan Anderson,
Drew Anderson and Doug Anderson.

Learn more about ActivePure at GoAnderson.com/PureAir.
For more information on the Anderson
Pure Air product, ActivePure, contact Anderson Coach & Travel Director of Business Development Drew Anderson at
1-800-345-3435, EX. 503. Messages can be
sent to pureair@goanderson.com.
Founded in 1937, Anderson Coach &
Travel provides charter services, group vacation packages, individual tours and
school busing services and tours to destinations through the United States and Canada.
Visit GoAnderson.com or
call 1-800-345-3435.
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“That brought people into our space who could see what we
were doing, which just expanded the perception of how hard our
employees were working to offer service to people.
“Paratransit has rebounded more dramatically than fixed-route
service. As a result, we may have to stop the senior trips because we have so many of our regular
ADA customers coming back.”

and we are grateful. Sales tax can sometimes be really productive
and sometimes it can’t.
“So, when I think about fares, we are looking at ways to
make transit more accessible without making it
totally fare-free because one-time money won’t
cover free fare forever.”
STA’s strategy going forward is to keep offering
IN CONCLUSION
fare-free service for senior riders,
while reducing fare for other
elson praised the public transportation ingroups of riders to make the system
dustry for its groundbreaking efforts in the
available for as many people as it
fight to remain viable and readily availcan, Meyer said.
able to meet the needs of riders, and to help cities
“The money from the federal
and towns across America to continue to prosper.
government is enabling us to start
“One of the many lessons we learned from
a new 10-year plan. It is going to
COVID-19 is the pace of change has accelerSusan Meyer, CEO, Spokane
be from 2025 to 2035,” she said. “We are makated, and there will be no slowing down,” NelTransit Authority (STA)
ing plans now that will enable us to continue to
son said. “Our industry is going to be ready, not
expand and improve what we are doing in the
just to keep up, but also to adapt and take advancommunities that we already serve. In addition, plans are being tage of new opportunities.”
made to expand how we serve other people who have not had
Nelson said such efforts include redesigning transit networks,
as much access, and that is primarily early in the morning and giving employees the tools needed to ensure their work hours are
late at night on the weekends.”
productive, advancing diversity, inclusion and equity, and empowering transit agencies to plan, conduct and expand into their
PUBLIC TRANSIT WORKERS KEEP BUSY
respective communities.
“I am so proud and impressed by the public transportation inll five transit agencies, as well as many others nationwide, dustry,” Nelson said. “Collectively, we have innovated, rehave done whatever they could to keep their staffs working designed networks, offered new flexible services that meet
through the difficult challenges brought about by the needs, invested in new equipment, and protected our workers
COVID-19 pandemic.
and the public as we continue to plan for the future.”
“As we all know, the country is short-staffed,” Johnson said.
The following notes and conclusions are quoted directly
“At RTD, we are instituting bonus and incentive programs to be from the “On the Horizon: Planning for Post-Pandemic
competitive with the myriad of industries, as well as working in Travel” study:
earnest to address hourly wages for frontline employees.”
“Drawing on a national survey of transit system staffs and a
To help the Spokane community recognize and appreciate the detailed investigation of five case-study agencies, we find the
dedication of its hard working staff, STA implemented an initia- following:
tive called “Community Essentials.”
n Nationally, almost all transit agencies cut service during the
“For 56 weeks in a row we produced a video featuring one of pandemic in response to reduced ridership, employee absences
our employees. We interviewed mechanics, supervisors, bus due to illness and contact tracing, and difficult economic cirdrivers and customer service agents and shared the videos with cumstances that were only partly resolved by federal funding.
the community,” Meyer said. “We said here is what we are doing Many transit agencies chose to eliminate fares, and others chose
to keep your ride safe. It got a great response and the employees to eliminate routes. Some agencies’ services have now returned
felt recognized.
to pre-pandemic levels.
“Today, I am wearing a pin that says ‘essential employee,’ a
n The case-study agencies developed varying approaches to
duplicate of the ones we gave to our employees. We were able to service changes. For example, neither Richmond GRTC nor
keep everybody employed. I understand there were other agen- Spokane STA significantly reduced service levels on mainline
cies who had a hard time bringing employees back, once they bus operations, while the others did. On the other hand, all agenwere gone. We were blessed that we kept people at the job site.” cies experienced major reductions in vanpool and paratransit
Meyer said STA’s paratransit workers were the most impacted service demand, resulting in a reduction in service provision.
by the decline in ridership.
Pittsburgh Port Authority focused service on neighborhoods
“Our paratransit service was mostly idle,” Meyer said “We whose residents are more likely to be people of color and have
were down from 1,500 trips a day to 300 trips a day. To keep our low incomes.
paratransit staff busy, we delivered food for Meals on Wheels,
n Unlike the other agencies, GRTC retained ridership levels
while some of our paratransit drivers cleaned buses.
that were close to those from before the pandemic. This likely
“In addition, we also provided free service to take people to resulted from several factors, including limited changes to servbe vaccinated. We offered a new service for people who were ice on local bus routes, the elimination of fares, excellent com60 years of age and older and not ADA (Americans With Dis- munication with the public, and a service area concentrated on
abilities Act) eligible, because we had the capacity.
the core city.”
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